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ABSTRACT

Looking at hydroacoustic data from underwater targets in the frequency do-
main allows for target-size independent classification. The goal of this the-
sis was to differentiate between sticklebacks and whitefish based on their
frequency response. Using previously recorded training data, a classifica-
tion algorithm was designed by applying supervised learning techniques. The
data was recorded using the Simrad EK80 wideband echosounder and covered
two ranges; 90-170 kHz and 160-260 kHz. Using random decision forests on
data in the 90-170 kHz range, the two species of fish were differentiated with
77.8±8.8% accuracy. As an alternative approach to classification, an auditory
display (sonification) of the hydroacoustic data was developed. Mapping the
frequency response to the audible frequency range allows the data to be ana-
lyzed by listening. The resulting models were not able to distinguish between
the two species of fish. However, the sonification shows potential in other areas
of hydroacoustic data analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The need for species-classification tools is dramatically increasing as conserva-
tion work becomes more and more important. Particularly in freshwater, bio-
logical invasions are a major threat to biodiversity [38]. Gaining insight into
the mechanisms of these invasions is the key to understanding the devastation
of biodiversity in these environments [16]. The non-invasive property of hy-
droacoustic echo-sounders makes them suited for studying invasive species and
their behavior in freshwater lakes. Moreover, wideband echo-sounding makes
it possible to analyze the frequency response of various targets under water.
Before the introduction of wideband echo-sounding, also referred to as chirps,
the hydroacoustic data analysis was mostly limited to target strength, depth,
and location information. With these metrics, analysts were able to perform
sophisticated analysis such as fish counting and target-size based classification.
The analysis was, however, mostly limited to behavioral aspects of the fish,
as well as biomass estimation. The introduction of chirps opens up the pos-
sibility to analyze the fish in the continuous frequency domain. This allows
researchers to study the morphological characteristics rather than the purely
behavioral characteristics of the fish.

In this thesis, the frequency response of various targets will be the center
of attention. The frequency response provoked by electromagnetic radiation
of day-to-day objects is perceived by humans as color. Similarly, the acoustic
frequency response of an underwater target can be looked at as the acoustic
”color”. A fundamental difference in this color analogy is wavelength. A
visible electromagnetic wave would typically be in the range of hundreds of
nanometers, whereas the acoustic waves relevant for this thesis are in the tens
of millimeters range. The difference between the two is a factor of 105.

Having obtained the frequency response for an underwater target, there are
many different ways to analyze this information. One way is to simply plot the
response of a known target and analyze this visually. However, looking at the
raw response is rarely helpful as there is little apparent consistency for a single
species. Therefore, to extract the differentiating information is the endeavor
documented by this thesis. To do this, two main approaches were chosen.
Machine learning is an excellent tool for exposing patterns that are invisible
to the naked eye. This was therefore chosen as the first approach. The science
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

that attempts to expose patterns in data using (non-speech) sound is called
sonification [21] and was chosen as the second approach. These approaches
both have the potential to expose underlying patterns, however, they differ on
some fundamental levels.

Figure 1.1: An analyst uses a tool to analyze raw data. Icons taken from [34].

The main difference is to what degree the approach takes on the role of an
analyst. In the case of machine learning, the algorithms developed in this thesis
use raw data as input, and it estimates what species the raw data belongs to. In
other words, the machine learning algorithm takes on the role of both ”analyst”
and ”tool”. In the case of sonification, the algorithms developed allow a human
analyst to interpret the data in the auditory domain. If underlying patterns
emerge, the analyst could more easily determine what species the data belongs
to, but he or she is not made redundant by the algorithm.

1.1 Previous Work and Motivation

Classification is, in some ways, considered the ”holy grail” of hydroacoustics.
To be able to identify targets in the water would be useful in a variety of
hydroacoustic applications. In [6], Bassett et al. measured the frequency
response for multiple pelagic fish, as well as euphausiids. However, ”...no
clear patterns in the broadband frequency responses were identified that would
aid in discrimination among the commonly encountered swimbladder-bearing
species”[6, p. 1]. In [45] and [44], Verma et al. tried to use broadband acoustic
methods to identify 2-20 cm long organisms at depths of 200-1000m. They
were able to classify selected targets into different acoustic groups, but species
level classification was not achieved.

The Simrad EK80 echosounder was introduced in 2016 [28] and is a sys-
tem with a large bandwidth. Using several different Simrad transducers, a
frequency range of 18-450kHz can be obtained [10]. Because large bandwidth
echo-sounding tools are relatively new on the market, the scientific work done
in terms of frequency response analysis is relatively sparse. In [6, 44, 45], the
studied targets were located in pelagic water (open sea, depths larger than 200
m), whereas the targets studied in this thesis were located in shallow water.

The frequency response analysis made possible by the EK80, has motivated
research on sticklebacks in Lake Constance in Europe. Sticklebacks are a non-
native species to Lake Constance. As a collaboration between Dr. Helge Balk
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1.2. ABOUT THE THEORY

at the University of Oslo and Sarah Gugele (doctoral student) at LAZBW1

in Germany, research on the invasion of sticklebacks in Lake Constance and
its implications to native fish population was initiated. Gugele and her team
have done hydroacoustic data acquisition on known targets in shallow water
(< 10m). The data used throughout this thesis originates from this field work
and some of the algorithms were developed in collaboration with Gugele and
her colleagues. The motivation for this thesis is, therefore, partly shared by
Gugele and her team.

1.2 About the Theory

Some prior exposure to key concepts in the field of digital signal processing
and, particularly, to the mechanisms of the fast-Fourier-transform (FFT), is
assumed. A large portion of the theoretical content of this thesis originates
from the following five sources:

• Thomas L. Szabo. Diagnostic ultrasound imaging, 2013.

As a textbook used in a course on acoustic imaging at the University
of Oslo, this book provides information about everything needed in or-
der to produce an image acoustically. By having a solid mathematical
foundation, this book, and particularly Chapter 3 - Acoustic Wave Prop-
agation, was helpful when trying to understand how acoustic waves trav-
els through water. The focus of the book is on medical applications of
acoustic imaging. However, because the emphasis is on the fundamen-
tal physics, the theory is highly applicable to larger scale acoustics (e.g.
SONAR and echo-sounders).

• A. Criminisi, J. Shotton, and E. Konukoglu. Decision Forests for Clas-
sification, Regression, Density Estimation, Manifold Learning and Semi
Supervised Learning, 2011

This paper presents a unified, efficient model of random decision forests
which can be applied to a number of machine learning, computer vision
and medical image analysis tasks. It was used as the main source for
understanding the mechanisms of the Random forest algorithm.

• David A. Demer et al. 2016 USA–Norway EK80 Workshop Report: Eval-
uation of a wideband echosounder for fisheries and marine ecosystem,
2016

This report contains rich information about the EK80 echo-sounder, its
functionalities, and post-processing techniques. This document was im-
portant in understanding the acquisition of the data set that was to be
analyzed.

• Ben Gold, Nelson Morgan, and Dan Ellis. Speech and Audio Signal
Processing, 1999

1Landwirtschaftliches Zentrum Baden-Württemberg (Agricultural research center).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

When designing a sound synthesis algorithm, some theory and history
on sound synthesis was necessary. Part 4 Auditory Perception, was the
main source of information when describing the field of psychoacoustics
in this thesis.

• Thomas Hermann and H Ritter. “Listen to your Data: Model-Based
Sonification for Data Analysis”, 1999

This article is the starting point for analyzing hydroacoustic data in the
auditory domain.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 - Background consists of key information and concepts that is nec-
essary to follow reasoning in later chapters. Here, concepts of acoustic wave
propagation and wideband echo-sounding will be explained. Additionally, the
field work done by Gugele et al. will be described, as the data acquisition is
fundamental to the entire thesis.

The thesis consists of two main parts that can be read almost indepen-
dently of each other. The two parts represent the two different approaches
taken when analyzing the hydroacoustic data. The first part is Chapter 3 -
Classification of swim-bladdered fish using machine learning. The second part
is Chapter 4 - Sound-aided Classification. Both chapters are structured as in-
dependent pieces of work each consisting of Theoretical Background, Methods,
Results/Evaluation, Discussion and Summary.

Finally, the two parts will be compared on a qualitative level. Similari-
ties and differences between the two parts will be discussed in Chapter 5 -
Conclusion.

4



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, some key concepts relating to hydroacoustics will be explained.
The chapter starts by explaining the foundations of acoustic waves and contin-
ues to explain how wideband echo-sounders work. The final section describes
how this theory and techniques were applied in order to obtain data from
swim-bladdered fish at Lake Constance.

2.1 Acoustic Wave Propagation

Acoustic waves, or sound waves, in hydroacoustic echosounding carry informa-
tion about an underwater target back to the transceiver. How waves propagate
in the water-column and interact with targets will be presented in this section.

2.1.1 Spherical Wave solution to the Wave Equation

In order to understand how the acoustic wave propagates through the water-
column, the understanding of how the wave is produced needs to be in place.
The piezoelectric elements of a transducer vibrate when applied an alternating
current. Huygens’ principle states that the resulting wave can be interpreted
as the sum of many infinitesimal spherical radiators [42, p. 169].

Figure 2.1: The resulting wavefront from a horizontal slit. Wave diffraction can be
interpreted as a sum of many spherical radiators.

The angular frequency ω associated with each individual spherical radiator
(point source) is related to the wavelength λ through ω = 2πc/λ, where c is

5



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

the speed of sound. The wavenumber k is defined as k = ω/c, or equivalently,
k = 2π/λ.

The acoustic wave propagates by displacing particles in the water. The
particle velocity v is related to the displacement u as:

v = ∂u/∂t (2.1)

The pressure is then defined as:

p = −ρ∂φ/∂t (2.2)

where velocity potential φ is defined such that v = ∇φ.
The 3-dimensional wave equation describes how an acoustic wave propa-

gates with respect to time, t and position, r.

∇2p(r, t)− 1

c2
∂2p(r, t)

∂t2
= 0 (2.3)

Assuming that p(r, t) is separable, the expression for p can be factorized into

p(r, t) = A(r)B(t)

The wave equation then becomes

B(t)∇2A(r)− A(r)

c2
∂2B(t)

∂t2
= 0

1

A(r)
∇2A(r) =

1

c2B(t)

∂2B(t)

∂t2
(2.4)

Because the left side only depends on r and the right side only depends on t,
the equation can only be valid if, and only if [17, p. 199], both sides of the
equation is equal to a constant, −k2. Because p(r, t) is separable, the solution
for A and B can be found separately. A solution for A(r) can be found by
solving the left side of (2.4). This is also known as the Helmholtz equation.

1

A(r)
∇2A(r) = −k2 (2.5)

∇2A(r) + A(r)k2 = 0 (2.6)

Assuming spherical symmetry, the ∇2 operator can be written as (in spher-
ical coordinates) [17, p. 199],

∇2A(r) =
1

r

∂2(rA(r))

∂r2

Assuming further that the solution is on the form A(r) = f(r)
r

, (2.6) can be
written as

1

r

∂2f

∂r2
+
fk2

r
= 0
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2.1. ACOUSTIC WAVE PROPAGATION

Multiplying equation by r yields

∂2f

∂r2
+ k2f = 0 (2.7)

The general solution to Eq. 2.7 is

f = C1e
−ikr +D1e

ikr

The general solution to Eq. 2.6 is

A(r) =
C1

r
e−ikr +

�
�
��D1

r
eikr (2.8)

The two solutions can be interpreted as an outgoing wave and an incoming
wave, respectively. The incoming wave solution is disregarded.

Similarly, a time dependent solution to (2.3) can be found.

1

c2B(t)

∂2B(t)

∂t2
= −k2 (2.9)

∂2B(t)

∂t2
+ ω2B(t) = 0 (2.10)

The general solution to Eq. 2.10 is

B(t) = ����
C2e

−iωt +D2e
iωt (2.11)

The negative exponential is disregarded. In this way, only positive frequencies
will be included in the final solution.

By combining (2.8) and (2.11), the final solution becomes

p(r, t) =
C1

r
e−ikrD2e

iωt

p(r, t) =
C3

r
ei(ωt−kr) (2.12)

By solving the initial value problem, the final solution becomes

p(r, t) =
p0
r
ei(ωt−kr) (2.13)

2.1.2 Diffraction in the near- and far-field

The elements of the transducer make up a circular aperture with arrangement
shown in Figure 2.5. As stated earlier, the diffraction process can be modeled
as the interference of many infinitesimal spherical radiators. A mathematically
equivalent procedure would be to find the pressure amplitude at a distance r
of a sound field by solving the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral which integrates
infinitesimal spherical radiators over a surface S.

p(r, ω) =
ikp0
2π

∫
S

ei[ωt−k·(r−r0)]A(r0)

|r− r0|
dS (2.14)

7



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

where r0 is a point on the surface of the aperture, k is the wavevector and
A(r0) is the aperture distribution function.

|r− r0| =
√

(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 + z2

where x, y, z are Cartesian coordinates and x0 and y0 are points on the aper-
ture. The off-axis distance can be defined as d =

√
x2 + y2. Eq. 2.14 has no

(known) analytical solution and numerical methods are used to estimate the
resulting pressure field of an aperture. However, when d/z become very small,
also known as the far field, the pressure beam pattern is the Hankel transform
of the aperture function. For a constant normal velocity across the circular
aperture with radius a, beam pattern becomes

p(d, z, ω) ≈ ikp0
z
H[A(r0)] (2.15)

p(d, z, ω) ≈ ip0ka
2

2z
jinc

(
kda

2πz

)
(2.16)

where a is the radius of the aperture.
An exact expression without approximation can be obtained for on-axis

pressure [42, 8]:
p(0, z, λ) = 2ie−ikze−iςp0sin(ς) (2.17)

where

ς =
kz

2

[√
1 + (a/z)2 − 1

]

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

Fraunhofer approximation (far-field)

Near-field/fresnel region boundary

Fresnel region/far-field boundary (Rayleigh distance)

Ex

Figure 2.2: An example of the on-axis pressure amplitude profile for a 165mm radius
aperture (radius of ES120-7C) and λ = 15mm.
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2.2. WIDEBAND ECHO SOUNDING

Figure 2.2 shows how the pressure amplitude changes with range. The three
regions, near-field, Fresnel-region and far-field (Fraunhofer region), correspond
to regions where different approximations are used to calculate the pressure
field. In the near field, numerical methods need to be applied in order to
calculate the field. In the Fresnel region, the Fresnel approximation used. In
the far-field, the Fraunhofer approximation is used. The far field axial pressure
falloff is given by [42, p. 183]:

p(0, z, λ) = p0
πa2

zλ
(2.18)

2.2 Wideband echo sounding

The echo-sounding process begins with an emission of a pulse. The pulse prop-
agates through the water column and partially reflects when hitting targets.
The reflection is recorded continuously by the transducer. The process is then
repeated.

2.2.1 Understanding the EK80 split-beam echo-sounder

One transducer used with EK80 is the Simrad ES120-7C transducer (Described
in detail in [10]). The ES120-7C consists of many individual piezoelectric
elements. When transmitting the chirp, each element contributes (weighted
or non-weighted) to form a directional acoustic beam with an opening angle
of 7 degrees. The wave spreads out forming a ”cone”. Figure 2.3 shows the
result of simulating the acoustic wave propagation. Using an aperture radius
of 165mm (the size of ES120-7C), a frequency of 120 kHz, and a sound speed of
1440 m/s, Eq. 2.16 can be used to simulate the acoustic beam. The acoustic
wave is emitted from an aperture with finite size. The sharp edges of such
an aperture, will cause sidelobes in the beam pattern (as seen in Figure 2.3).
With different weighting A(r0), or windowing, the sidelobe amplitude can be
reduced.

9



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
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Figure 2.3: A MATLAB simulation of Eq. 2.16. The acoustic wave is emitted from
the top center and propagates down in the water. Note that the far-field approxima-
tion is used here. The simulation is therefore only accurate for depths larger than
about 2 meters.

Figure 2.4: This figure shows the acoustic beam and the obtained echogram for one
ping. 1. This fish is completely inside the beam and the reflected signal, or echo,
is strong. 2. This fish is only partially inside the beam. The reflected signal is
weaker. 3. This fish is outside the beam altogether and does not show up at all in
the echogram. 4. Two fish at the same depth will be seen as one bigger fish.

If a fish is within view, this will be represented by a higher pixel intensity
area in the echogram. The closer the fish is to the center of the beam, the
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2.2. WIDEBAND ECHO SOUNDING

stronger the echo will be. If two fish share the same depth they will produce an
echo that makes them indistinguishable when only looking at their TS-value.
However, the angular information provided by a split-beam echo-sounder can
be utilized here. To obtain the angular information, the geometry of the split-
beam echo-sounder needs to be understood. In the split-beam listening mode,
the elements are divided into four groups. The RAW-file recorded by EK80
contains complex numbers from each quadrant of the transducer.

Figure 2.5: Split-beam transducer

The phase information in the complex numbers from the four quadrants
can be used to locate an object within the beam. The complex information
from the two upper and the two lower quadrants can be combined to create
two complex vectors. The along ship angle, Alo, between these vectors will
then be the difference between the upper- and lower halves of the transducer.

yfor(n) =
1

2
(y3(n) + y4(n))

yaft(n) =
1

2
(y1(n) + y2(n))

z(n) = yfor · conj(yaft)
Alo = arctan2(Im(z), Re(z)) (2.19)

The angle information obtained using Eq. 2.19 can be used to decide if a single
fish is in view or not. Several fish at the same depth will cause noise in the
angle data and the echo can be dismissed as a single-echo-detection (SED).

In this thesis, only target strength values were used to calculate the fre-
quency response. To improve the algorithms presented in Chapter 3 further,
the angle information could be included.
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2.2.2 The Transmit Pulse

The transmitted pulse can be modeled as

ut(t) = A(t)w(t)ei2πf(t)t (2.20)

where A(t) is the signal amplitude, w(t) is a window function and f(t) is the
time dependent frequency. The amplitude A(t) can be determined from the
transmit power of each frequency. The window function w(t) is determined by
the ramping of the signal. The time dependent frequency is given by

f(t) =
1

t

∫
g(t)dt

where g(t) is our desired time-frequency function. Changing the frequency
linearly from f0 to f1 in τ seconds can be modeled linearly as

g(t) = f0 +
f1 − f0
τ

t

The time dependent frequency function is then

f(t) = f0 +
f1 − f0

2τ
t

Time

f
0

f
1

Frequency

Figure 2.6: The transmitted pulse ut(t) in time- and frequency domain.
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2.2.3 Pulse compression

Pulse compression, also known as matched filtering, is a signal processing
technique used in combination with frequency modulated signals (e.g. SONAR
chirps). By correlating the received signal voltages ur(t) with a model of
the transmitted pulse ut(t) one can dramatically increase range resolution,
bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [10]. The pulse compressed signal is
obtained by correlating the modeled transmitted voltage ut(t) with the received
voltage ur(t).

upc(t) =

∫ ∞
−∞

u∗r(τ)ut(t− τ)dτ (2.21)

Or equivalently using the convolution theorem in the frequency domain [20,
p. 14]

upc(t) = F−1{F(ur(t))(F(ut(t)))
∗} (2.22)

One of the benefits of using frequency modulated signals, is that the fre-
quency content can be used to say something about the signal, or parts of the
signal. From Eq. 2.22 it is clear that the frequency information in the received
signal is preserved in the matched filtering process.

2.2.4 Estimating the frequency response

Knowing that the frequency content is preserved in the matched filtering pro-
cess, the frequency response can be estimated from the pulse compressed data.
The matched-filtered data upc(t) is plotted in a 2-dimensional plot called an
echogram. On the x-axis is ping number and the y-axis shows range. Range x
is related to time-of-flight t through

x = c · t (2.23)

Where c is the sound speed in water.

A segment of one ping is extracted and a FFT is preformed. The result
is an estimate of the frequency response for a segment of a particular ping.
The data is zero-padded in order to obtain a more preferable resolution of the
response.
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Figure 2.7: Top: Target strength values from a region in an echogram containing
Whitefish. Middle: This figure shows the target strength values from one ping
(white box in the top figure). Bottom: Fast-Fourier Transform of the zero-padded
data in the middle figure.
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2.3 The SONAR Equation

Having previously covered how the acoustic wave is produced, as well as how it
propagates through the water, this section aims to explain how the transmitter-
target-receiver system can be modeled with one equation [37].

EL = SL− 2TL+ TS −BP (θ, φ) (2.24)

where

• EL = Echo level

• SL = Source level

• TL = Transmission loss (one way)

• TS = Target strength

• DI = Beam pattern

The echo level is the received signal at the transducer. The source level is
the intensity of the transmitted acoustic wave. The beam pattern is a way to
model the varying intensities due to the directivity of the beam. From Figure
2.3, it is clear that the beam pattern is not uniformly distributed in space.
The receiver can often compensate for this using both hardware and software.
Transmission loss can be modeled as a combination of multiple factors. As the
wave propagates, there are many phenomena that causes the received signal
to be weaker than the transmitted one. The most important is loss due to
geometric spreading. Another important factor is absorption. Attenuation
due to absorption will be covered in Section 3.5 of this thesis.

In the far-field, the axis pressure falloff, as shown in Eq. 2.18, is inversely
proportional the distance, r, to the transducer. The intensity is therefore an
example of the inverse square law,

I ∝ 1

r2

The TLgeometric is then given by (in decibels):

TLgeometric = 10log(r2)

TLgeometric = 20log(r) (2.25)

Note: TL is defined positive and the fraction gets inverted. Because the
acoustic wave looses intensity both on the way down and up, the factor ”2” in
Eq. 2.24 is included.
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2.4 Field Work and Data Acquisition

In this section, the field work and data acquisition done by Gugele et al.
in [19] will be presented and explained. Their work is the foundation for the
development of various algorithms and results presented throughout this thesis.

2.4.1 Sticklebacks in Lake Constance

The massive population increase of the three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus
aculeatus) and its invasion into the pelagic waters of Lake Constance has im-
mensely affected the lake’s native fish community. Lake Constance is a lake
covering an area of 541 square km and bordering Switzerland, Germany and
Austria [13]. Since the introduction of stickleback in 2013, the mean weight of
the native whitefish (Coregonus sp.) has decreased by over 10%. Stickleback
strongly dominate pelagic water by number (>95%) and the strong food niche
overlap between the two species can explain the changes in whitefish stock [19].

As a non-invasive surveillance tool, wideband echo sounding is a suitable
technique for differentiation of stickleback and whitefish. The tool can be
used to assess stock as well as to track stickleback movement and to develop
management options for fisheries. Utilizing the chirp function of the EK80
echo sounder the frequency ”signature” of the targets can be used in data
analysis to differentiate between the two species. Since stickleback have bony
plates instead of scales like whitefish, the hypothesis states that a different
acoustic response is obtainable.

Figure 2.8: Difference in reflecting surface of stickleback (top) and whitefish(bottom).
Image source (stickleback) [5]. Image source(whitefish): Wikipedia, Copyright free.
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2.4.2 Acquiring data from known targets

Hydroacoustic differentiation is not possible1 without prior knowledge of the
acoustic response of the two species. Therefore, field work was done to collect
data from free swimming sticklebacks and whitefish in Lake Constance.

For data collection of live fish, Gugele and her team used a cylindrical net
cage. The cage had a mesh size of 6mm, diameter of 1.2m and height of 2.3m,
resulting in a volume of 2.6m3. At midday, 30 live sticklebacks (4.9 cm ± 0.6
cm) were put gently into the netcage for three hours where they could swim
freely in their natural habitat. After three hours, sticklebacks were taken out
of the net cage and 30 live whitefish (7.1 cm ± 0.7 cm) were gently put into
the netcage for three hours. After three hours, 30 live sticklebacks were added
into the net cage to have data of both fish swimming in the net cage at the
same time and to test for species-specific depth choice. After another three
hours, the bottom of the net cage was lifted up in the water to mix the fish in
the net cage. After 12 hours, fish were taken out of the net cage. They were
then weighed and measured.

Figure 2.9: Experimental setup including netcage and data collection hardware.

Data were collected using two EK80 wide band transceivers (WBT) with
a frequency span from 90kHz to 170kHz and 160kHz to 260kHz and two split-
beam transducers (Simrad, Horten, Norway) with center frequencies of 120kHz
and 225kHz. The system was run by a desktop computer. Prior to data
collection both systems were calibrated using a 23mm copper sphere (120kHz)

1Possibly with the exception of unsupervised deep learning techniques
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and a 11.5mm copper sphere (225kHz). The data were collected in October
2018 [19].
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Chapter 3

Classification of swim-bladdered
fish using machine learning

This chapter documents the attempt to classify swim-bladdered fish using
machine learning techniques. The chapter contains theoretical background
and method descriptions of all the steps involved in the classification process.
The work here is largely influenced by and depends on the work done by Gugele
et al. in [19]. Finally, the results will be presented and discussed.

3.1 Introduction

The chirp function of the EK80 gives rise to new ways of doing hydroacoustic
data analysis. The obtained data set is not restricted to containing a single fre-
quency. Target strength (TS), range and phase-information remain important
parameters in the acquired data. However, the normalized frequency response
is target size- and range-invariant and is therefore preferred when a classifica-
tion algorithm is to be designed. Range invariance implies that the position
of the fish in the water column does not effect the classification algorithm.

In Gugele’s experiments, two different transducers were used, ES120-7C
and ES200-7C. They cover frequency ranges 90-170 kHz and 160-260 kHz re-
spectively [10]. The frequency responses produced by these transducers make
up the foundation of the classification algorithm presented here.

3.2 Theoretical Background

Many of the techniques presented in this chapter are originally found in the
field of digital image analysis. These methods were applied to the frequency
response data (see Section 2.2.4 for how the frequency response was acquired)
in order to classify the target. From the frequency response a feature vector x
is obtained.

x = [x0, x1, x2, ..., xn]

where xi is a feature.
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By treating the individual features as coordinates in a feature space, various
techniques can be applied to classify the data. The classification algorithms
used in this thesis can, in most cases, be decomposed into a preprocessing step,
which consists of dimensionality reduction techniques, and a classification step,
which uses a classifier to estimate the correct class label.

Dimensionality reduction Classifier
Test data Class label

Figure 3.1: Classification algorithm

3.2.1 Dimensionality Reduction

Dimensionality reduction techniques are mainly used to decorrelate features
and to get an insight into how well each feature performs. The phenomena
known as the curse of dimensionality1 implies that using a few good features
is beneficial for classification. Common techniques are Principal component
analysis (PCA, decorrelating features) and Linear discriminant analysis (LDA,
feature selection/assessment).

Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA), also known as the discrete Karhunen-
Loeve expansion, is a feature extraction and data representation technique
used in pattern recognition and computer vision [22]. PCA is a commonly
used technique when analyzing multivariate data. In a differentiation-problem
it can be used to decorrelate features, reduce the number of dimensions, and
significantly speed up the algorithm. To obtain the principal components, an
orthogonal linear transformation of the data set needs to be defined. By finding
the direction in the feature space that maximizes the variance, the problem
definition can be reduced to finding the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
C associated with the data set [1].

C = WΛW−1 (3.1)

The eigenvectors associated with the N largest eigenvalues are orthogonal
and span the N -dimensional subspace that explain a significant amount of the
variance in the data set. Let x be an original feature vector in the data set and
wn an eigenvector associated with the n-th largest eigenvalue. The principal
component is then given by

PCn = wT
nx (3.2)

An advantage with this technique is that there is no limitation to how many
components the data set can be reduced to. A disadvantage is that the algo-
rithm does not see class labels when finding the subspace to project to.

1The curse of dimensionality refers to the phenomenon of a classifier’s degradation in
performance when presented with to many features compared to samples [7].
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Linear Discriminant analysis

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a generalization of Fisher’s linear dis-
criminant and differs from PCA in that it takes class labels into account.

Let x be a feature vector belonging to class χi. With a total of C classes,
the Fisher’s linear discriminant is found by maximizing

j(w) =
wTSBw

wTSWw
, (3.3)

where

SB =
1

C

C∑
i=1

(µi − µ)(µi − µ)T (3.4)

SW =
C∑
i=1

∑
x∈χi

(x− µi)(x− µi)T . (3.5)

SB is the between-class covariance matrix and SW is the within-class co-
variance matrix. µi is the class mean and µ is the overall mean.

The maximization problem reduces to the following eigenvector decompo-
sition

S−1W SB = WΛW−1 (3.6)

The eigenvectors of S−1W SB corresponding to the (C−1) largest eigenvalues will
span the subspace of the feature space that separate the classes the most and
simultaneously minimize the within class variance [32]. The (high-dimensional)
feature vector, x, is then projected down onto the 2-dimensional subspace,
span{w1, w2}. The new feature vector is made by performing the dot product
of the eigenvectors and the original feature vector.

LDn = wT
nx (3.7)

An advantage with this technique is that it optimizes class mean distance as
well as minimizing within class variance. A disadvantage is that one is limited
to C − 1 components.

3.2.2 Classifiers

A classifier takes a raw- or preprocessed feature vector and estimates the class
label. Preprocessing steps might include zero-mean, unit variance normaliza-
tion (see Section 3.3.3) and dimensionality reduction (see Section 3.2.1). In
a classification problem, it is often a challenge to choose the right classifier.
Therefore a few different classifiers were tested:

– k-Nearest neighbors classifier (kNN)

– Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier (GNB)

– Random forest classifier (RF)
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k-Nearest neighbors classifier

Classification based on the k-Nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm looks directly
at the training data in the feature space without training a model first [12]. By
looking at the k nearest neighbors, a voting process estimates the class label
of the test sample.

Class 1

Class 2

Figure 3.2: This figure shows the distribution of 2-dimensional feature vectors (train-
ing samples) belonging to two classes. The class label of the test sample (black) is
estimated by looking at what class the 5 nearest neighbors belong to. In this case,
three of them belong to class 1 and two belong to class 2. The test sample would be
classified as class 1.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of classification using the kNN algorithm.
An advantage of the kNN classifier is that it is a very simple algorithm. It
is easy to understand and can provide insight into the data set at hand [12].
Considering the simplicity of the algorithm this classifier produces impressive
results.

A disadvantage is that the algorithm does not ”learn” from the training
data and more sophisticated classifiers will easily outperform the kNN classi-
fier.

Naive Bayes classifier

A Naive Bayes classifier is a classification algorithm based on Bayes’ theorem
[29].

P (y|x) =
P (y)P (x|y)

P (x)
(3.8)

where P (y|x) is the probability of sample x belonging to class y, P (y) is the
a-priori probability of class y, and P (x|y) is the probability of observing a
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sample x given a class label. P (x) is the probability of observing x.
In a classification problem, P (x) can be treated as a constant. If the a

priori probability is equal for each class, the problem reduces to

P (y|x) ∝ P (x|y) (3.9)

P (x|y), also called the conditional density, needs to be estimated from the
training data. A common model is the multivariate Gaussian density

P (x|y) =
1√

2π|Σy|
exp (−1

2
(x− µy)tΣ−1y (x− µy)) (3.10)

where Σy is the covariance matrix for class y and µy is the mean vector for
class y.

µy =
1

My

My∑
i=1

xi

where My is the number of training samples belonging to class y. The co-
variance matrix Σy is the total covariance of all the features and is defined
as

Σy =
1

My

My∑
i=1

(xi − µy)(xi − µy)t

Estimating the parameters µy and Σy is considered training the classifier.
Note that the inverse of the covariance matrix Σy has to exist. In order for the
inverse of a matrix to exist, the columns in the matrix need to be linearly inde-
pendent. In other words, the Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) classifier requires
uncorrelated features. This is part of the motivation for the dimensionality
reduction done in Section 3.2.1.

Figure 3.3: Conditional Probability distributions for classes ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ρ4 with two
features. Figure taken from a lecture slide in IN5520 - Digital Image Analysis (Uni-
versity of Oslo)
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The classification of a test sample is done by finding the distribution P (x|y)
that the test sample most likely belongs to.

ŷ = argmax
y

(P (x|y))

Random forest classifier

The random forest (RF) machine learning technique is an ensemble method
suited for complex classification problems. It is based on the idea of a decision
tree. A decision tree is a hierarchical structure of binary splits.

Figure 3.4: A decision tree with four internal splits, a root node and terminal (leaf)
nodes. The thickness of the paths relates to the amount of training data taking that
route. The color represents the information gained when splitting the data. Red
indicates little information (mixed data). Green indicates a subset containing much
information (classified data).

The training of the classifier starts at the root node. The split can be
viewed as a question posed to the training data. The question could be, is
feature 17 bigger than 2.5? The training data that satisfies this criterion is
routed to the left and the rest is routed to the right. The decision tree is
obtained by finding the criterion at each node that maximizes information
gain I.

I = H(S)−
∑
i∈{1,2}

|S i|
|S|H(S i) (3.11)

where S is the subset of the training data at the current node. H is the
Shannon entropy. S1 and S2 are the subsets of training data in the child
nodes [9].
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There are several stopping criteria2 for different versions of the algorithm.
However, the criterion used in this thesis is based on purity in the leaf nodes.
The growing of the tree is stopped when a leaf contains samples from only
one class. A single decision tree is an estimator with a large chance of over-
fitting the training data. For generalization3, randomness is injected into the
algorithm at two places [9]:

1. random training data set sampling (i.e. bootstrapping)

2. randomized node optimization

Instead of growing the tree based on all the training samples, only a random
subset is chosen. To optimize information gain at each node based on all the
features is a very tedious process if the number of features is high. A random
subset of features is therefore chosen. The randomness in the selection of
samples and features results in very different and uncorrelated trees for each
iteration. During validation, a test sample x is propagated through hundreds,
or thousands, of trees using the split parameters acquired during training. Due
to the low correlation of the trees, an arithmetic mean of the predictions Pt at
the resulting leaf node produces a consistent and accurate classifier.

P (y|x) =
1

T

T∑
i=1

Pi(y|x)

where T is the number of trees.
Instead of finding the mean of predictions Pi, it is also common that the

prediction is done through a democratic process where each tree votes for a
class label. This is the version of the algorithm used in this thesis.

Additionally, the RF classifier does not benefit from an initial dimension-
ality reduction of the feature vector. Therefore, the algorithm presented in
Figure 3.1 does not apply here.

3.3 Methods

The frequency responses acquired at Lake Constance (for description of the
data acquisition process see Section 2.4) form the basis for choosing the meth-
ods described in this section. By visual inspection and simple statistical analy-
sis of the responses, two different classification methods were taken in order to
differentiate between sticklebacks and whitefish. In this section, these meth-
ods, as well as additional steps, will be explained.

The analysis was done in Python using the scikit-learn library [35]. Python
is a rapidly growing programming language [39] and is a common programming
language to use for machine learning. The large amount of resources available
and number of libraries written in Python-language were reasons for choosing
Python as the main tool for analysis.

2A criteria for when to stop growing the tree.
3Refers to a classifiers ability to perform well on unseen data.
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Acquiring the
data set from
Sonar5

Preprocessing,
normalization
etc.

Using extracted
features for clas-
sification

Using all fre-
quency com-
ponents as fea-
tures

k-Fold Cross
Validation

Figure 3.5: An overview of the steps involved to perform classification. Initially
(Section 3.3.2), the data set is acquired by sampling the echogram. Then, the data
was normalized, linearlized and scaled (Section 3.3.3). From there, two different
methods were applied to classify the data. Finally, the performance was assessed
through k-Fold Cross Validation (Section 3.3.6).

3.3.1 Training, validation and test sets

In machine learning, the model is presented with different types of data sets
at different stages in the classification process. Initially, the training set is
used to fit a model (e.g. a neural net or a k-Nearest neighbors classifier).
The fitted model is then used to predict class labels of a validation set. The
validation set is used to optimize the parameters of the model and to choose
between different models. The accuracies obtained by using the validation set
are biased. This bias motivates the need for a last set of data, the test set.
The test set is a set of data that the final model has never ”seen” before and
the final accuracy of the model is obtained by predicting class labels of the
test set [27].

In the case of the data set obtained in Section 3.3.2, the data set is split
into three parts. The majority of the set is used for training and the rest is
split into a validation set and a test set.

3.3.2 Acquiring the data set(s)

The data acquired in the field work described in Section 2.4 is in a .raw

format and needs to be converted before analyzed further. Using a license key,
the Sonar5-Pro software (developed by Helge Balk at the University of Oslo)
converts the files recorded by EK80. The converted files takes the form of an
echogram. An echogram contains target-strength-amplitude values. The x-axis
corresponds to the ping number. Because pings are transmitted with a ping
rate (pings per second), the x-axis also reflects time. The y-axis corresponds
to the range, or depth, of the target.

Piping

In order to communicate between Sonar5-Pro and a Python-program, an inter-
process-communication (IPC) method needs to be established. Piping is a
common IPC method and was used for this purpose. The communication
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Figure 3.6: Sonar5-Pro view - Echogram of stickleback recorded October 17, 2018.
An amplitude threshold of −95dB is applied and only the main targets remain in the
echogram. The echogram mouse tip monitor (bottom left) is used to display different
metrics of the hydroacoustic data. Here it is used to show the frequency response at
the location of the mouse (black vertical line). The pipe client (bottom right) was
developed as a tool for this thesis in order to achieve inter-process-communication
and to send data to a separate program (Python 3.6).
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consists of a unidirectional data channel where a pipe-client (Sonar5-Pro) can
send data to the pipe-server (Python program) in real time.

Figure 3.7: Sonar5-Pro’s pipe-client.

The pipe-server initially waits for the client to connect. Once connected,
the data can flow freely between the two processes. By clicking (or moving)
the mouse in the echogram, data from the echogram is piped to the server.
TS-amplitudes, TS-phase, raw chirp data and frequency data are the different
types of data implemented in the client (as of March 18, 2019). Only the
frequency data (bottom left Figure 3.6) was used in this chapter. To the
right are preprocessing steps offered by the Sonar5-Pro software. The box for
”Normalized” and ”Linearized” were checked. Some filtering is also offered,
however, no filtering was used in this classification problem.

Sampling the echogram

Having established the communication method, the relevant data could be
extracted from the echogram. The files containing sticklebacks were separated
from the files containing whitefish and the files were opened one by one. When
extracting frequency data from the fish, a few ”sampling rules” were enforced
in order to guarantee comparability of the two classes (species).

The first rule was to avoid sampling from the near-field region. The
echogram was therefore trimmed to only contain depths of 2 meters or greater
(near-field region shown in Figure 2.2). The whitefish were generally swim-
ming closer to the surface than the sticklebacks. The field close to the surface
(near-field) behaves unpredictably and could result in false separation between
the two species.

The second rule enforced in the sampling process was to only sample single
fish. From studying the frequency response from schools of fish, it is clear that
the echo from the individual fish close to each other can interfere with each
other in a way that is unwanted when trying to differentiate between the two
species.
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As a third rule, each appearance of a single fish4 was sampled a fixed number
of times. In this way, cross validation could be performed (see Section 3.3.6).

Following these rules, the different data sets used for classification were
extracted from the files containing the free swimming fish. The sampling
was done manually by clicking multiple times on each target. The array of
frequency data was then piped to the pipe-server and written to a .txt file.

Figure 3.8: The data extraction program waits for the client to connect. When
connected, the server starts reading from the client. For each mouse press, a new
row of data is saved. In this particular example, each fish was sampled 10 times.

3.3.3 Normalization, linearization and scaling

When processing hydroacoustic data, the SONAR-equation is at the base of
all the analysis (see Section 2.3). The target strength (TS) depends on the
size and the acoustic impedance of the target. Since the goal is to differentiate
between two species based on their frequency signature, the input data to the
algorithm cannot be size dependent. The frequency responses were therefore
normalized before being analyzed further.

f̂ =
f −min(f)

max(f −min(f))

Using logarithmic compression has become the standard when visually pre-
senting frequency responses in the field of acoustics. There are many reasons
why logarithmic compression (dB) makes sense when plotting frequency. How-
ever, when the frequency response itself is being used in further data analysis
and machine learning, it might be beneficial to use the linear response. In this
thesis, only responses in the linear domain was used.

4Due to the setup of the experiment, the uniqueness of an appearance of a fish cannot
be guaranteed. There is no way of knowing if a fish swims out of the beam and in again.
This would cause two appearances in the echogram, but actually the same fish in reality.
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Figure 3.9: The frequency spectrum of a stickleback and the FFT of the frequency
response in both linear and logarithmic domain.

Figure 3.9 shows an example of why the linear response is preferable. In
this case, the logarithmic compression produces frequencies that are not found
in the original signal.

Another important preprocessing step is a normalization technique called
zero-mean unit-variance normalization (MVN). The technique looks at each
individual feature (all samples, all classes) and estimates the mean value µ̂
and the standard deviation σ̂ for that feature. All samples are then shifted to
zero-mean and normalized to unit variance. For feature xi, the scaled feature
x′i is given by

x′i =
xi − µ̂
σ̂

(3.12)

When looking at the different features for a target, it is sometimes important
that each feature is weighted such that their contribution in a classification
algorithm is equal. In combination with PCA and LDA, MVN is particularly
important. PCA finds the direction in the feature space that contains the most
variance in the data set. If one of the features vary on a bigger scale than others,
the analysis will automatically be attracted to this feature because it contains
more variance. MVN is therefore applied to make the data set feature-scale
invariant [33, 35].
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3.3.4 First Method: Extracting features from the fre-
quency response

After visual inspection of the responses, some characteristics became apparent.
The responses contained clear trendlines, peaks and dips. Simple statistical
features like mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis were some of the features
that had potential to separate the two classes.

Figure 3.10: A frequency response of a whitefish with two feature examples.

The extracted features were:

– Mean

– Variance

– Skewness

– Kurtosis

– Overall trendline

– Trendline from start to main
peak

– Trendline from main peak to the
end

– Inclination from the lowest point
(0) to the highest (1)

– Inclination from the highest
point (1) to the lowest (0)

– Trendline between the two main
peaks

– Main peak intensity

– Secondary peak intensity

– First component of the FFT of
the frequency response (FFT1)5

– FFT2

– FFT3

– FFT4

– FFT5

5Note that this is equivalent to the DC-component, or the mean value, of the signal.
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As proposed by Song et al. in [40], LDA can be used to select features. By
solving the eigenvalue problem in Eq. 3.6, a set of eigenvectors can be obtained.
The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is the direction in the
feature space that separate the classes the most, while also minimizing the
within class variance. Instead of simply performing the dot product of the
feature vector x and the eigenvector w, the dot product can be viewed as a
linear weighting of the features. In other words, the elements of the eigenvector
itself can be viewed (in absolute value [40]) as a score of how well each feature
separate the classes.

Figure 3.11: A plot of the sorted, absolute value of the elements in the eigenvector.
In this case, the classification problem only had two classes. The between class
covariance matrix (see Eq. 3.4) would in this case only be of rank = 1 and only one
eigenvector exists.

The feature vector x, containing the extracted features, was classified using
kNN, GNB and RF classifiers.
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3.3.5 Second Method: Using all frequency components
as features

Instead of attempting to manually extract useful features from the response,
it can sometimes be useful to take a ”blinder” approach. Assuming no prior
knowledge of exactly why the responses look as they do, it is important that
the information in the data set is conserved. The individual frequency com-
ponents make up the total response and in order to conserve information, all
the components were used as features in the classification problem. To be able
to look at the responses ”blindly” was the motivation for implementing the
second method.
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Figure 3.12: This figure shows a bar plot of a frequency response of a whitefish. Each
component (bar) is used as a feature in the classification algorithm.

The frequency components are heavily correlated. However, an advantage
of this method is that the analysis is completely off-loaded to the computer.
Feature decorrelation is an inherent property of PCA, LDA and the Random
forest classifier. PCA and LDA finds a set of eigenvectors. Eigenvectors are,
by definition, orthogonal. By projecting data onto these vectors, the resulting
components become uncorrelated. For the Random forest classifier, only a
random subset of features is chosen. By using many trees, the correlation
between the features used in the actual classification is assumed zero.

The Random forest classifier performs better if presented with the original
feature vector (no scaling, no decorrelation). However, the other classifiers,
the Naive Bayes classifier in particular, performs better if the features in the
feature vector are decorrelated and scaled beforehand. Therefore, different
dimensionality reduction techniques were used in combination with the classi-
fiers.
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3.3.6 k-Fold Cross Validation

When designing a classification algorithm, it is important to include the error
of the prediction accuracy. The classifier might produce impressive results
for one particular combination of training- and validation data, but the real
performance can not be assessed until the classifier has been tested on many
different combinations of training- and validation data. A commonly used
technique to produce error estimates, is k-Fold cross validation. This technique
randomly shuffles the data set and splits it into k equally sized groups. One
of these groups are then taken out as the validation data and the rest k − 1
are used for training. The prediction accuracy6 is estimated. This process
is repeated k times. After k iterations all of the k groups have been tested
against the rest. A mean accuracy and a standard deviation is computed [15].
This is a way to say something about how well the classifier works generally.

In the case of the data set obtained in this particular classification problem,
the K-Fold cross validation technique needs a slight modification. Because
each fish is sampled a fixed number of times (one sample 6= one fish), the data
set cannot be shuffled randomly before splitting it up into groups. Random
shuffling would result in samples from the same fish being represented in both
the training- and validation data.

In addition, the groups need to be split in a way such that each group
contains a whole number of fish. This way, the k-fold cross validation can be
performed while assuring that training and validation happens independently.

Figure 3.13: Example with k = 4 groups and 20 individuals of fish. Each fish is
sampled more than once (e.g. 10 times) resulting in 200 samples.

3.4 Results

The data set obtained in Section 3.3.2 consisted of 60 appearances of fish,
where each fish was sampled 10 times. This resulted in a data set with a total
of 600 samples. The data set was then split into two parts. 100 samples were
separated into a test set. This set was not used when selecting and optimizing
the model. The remaining 500 samples were used to get model accuracies
using k-fold cross validation, with k = 10. The accuracy A is calculated in the
following way

A =
Correctly classified samples

Total number of samples
(3.13)

The results for each method and frequency range will be presented in this
section. Finally, the optimized model and its performance on the test set will

6The Ratio of correctly classified samples to total number of samples
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be addressed.

3.4.1 Results using PCA

The results using PCA as an initial dimensionality reduction technique are
shown in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Accuracy table using a combination of PCA and the different classifiers
(kNN,GNB). Both the results for the lower frequency range (90-170kHz) and the
higher (160-260kHz) are shown here. The range of k-values tested was 0 → 50 and
k = 19 generally yielded best results. The optimal number of principal components
for each method was done by optimizing accuracy with changing number of compo-
nents. The range tested was 1→ 18 for the first method and 1→ 50 for the second.
The optimal number was 6 components for the first method, and 25 for the second
method.

Method Extracted features Full frequency
Classifier kNN (k = 19) GNB kNN (k = 19) GNB

90-170kHz 0.648± 0.0728 0.616± 0.0982 0.706± 0.0877 0.605± 0.0948
160-260kHz 0.524± 0.0690 0.543± 0.0876 0.560± 0.0532 0.558± 0.106

The number of frequency components in a sample from the echogram is
large. When using all these components as features, it is natural to reduce the
number of dimensions. This makes the features uncorrelated, but it also opens
up the possibility to get a visual representation of how the two classes cluster
in the feature space. By reducing the feature vector to only two principal
components, a 2d scatter plot can be made.
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Figure 3.14: Left: The two first principal components of the 90-160kHz data. The
two components shown here cover 74% of the variance, or information, in the data
set. Right: Classification accuracy (with error) when using different numbers of
principal components.
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When looking at the clustering of the two classes using PCA, it is not
surprising that the Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier performs poorly. The two
classes overlap almost completely and the fitted Gaussian densities will then
also overlap. Thus, distinguishing between the two classes is hard. The kNN
classifier deals better with the overlap. The scatter plot also points out a
disadvantage with using PCA. The technique is very sensitive to outliers. The
outliers introduce a lot of variance to the data set and the resulting components
will be greatly influenced by this.

Overall, the kNN classifier applied to the principal components of the full
frequency response gave the best results.

3.4.2 Results using LDA

The results using LDA as an initial dimensionality reduction technique are
shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Accuracy table using a combination of LDA and the different classifiers.

Method Extracted features Full frequency
Classifier kNN (k = 19) GNB kNN (k = 19) GNB

90-170kHz 0.645± 0.0667 0.651± 0.0991 0.747± 0.0602 0.737± 0.0668
160-260kHz 0.567± 0.0578 0.589± 0.0639 0.591± 0.0604 0.607± 0.0597

Linear discriminant analysis is a technique applied to maximize class sep-
aration. Even though it is a powerful technique, the analysis is very limited
by the number dimensions in the new data set as a result of the linear projec-
tion (see Section 3.2.1). This is a classification problem with two classes and
the rank of the between-class-covariance matrix is equal to 1. By using this
technique, the original feature vector is reduced to one scalar, on which the
classification is based upon.

The optimal combination when using LDA was again the kNN classifier
applied to the full frequency response.
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Figure 3.15: Validation data histogram using LDA

3.4.3 Results using Random forest

The results using the Random forest classifier are shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Accuracy of the Random forest classifier using both extracted features and
the full frequency response. The number of trees used in the forest was n = 1000.

Method Extracted features Full frequency
Classifier RF (n = 1000) RF (n = 1000)

90-170kHz 0.650± 0.0825 0.778± 0.0878
160-260kHz 0.542± 0.0525 0.594± 0.0801

Applied to the 90-170kHz data set, the Random forest classifier yielded
relatively high classification accuracy when using the full frequency response
as input. An accuracy of 0.778, implies that out of 10 different combinations
of validation and training data (10-fold cross validation), the average amount
of validation data correctly classified was 77.8%.

In contrast to PCA and LDA, the Random forest classifier is not a dimen-
sionality reduction technique. The clustering of the training or test data is
therefore not readily available as a scatter plot or histogram. The RF model
does, however, provide some insight into how important each feature is and
the voting statistics of the leaf nodes can be visualized to get an insight into
how the two classes were classified. This is discussed in more depth in Section
3.5.
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3.4.4 The Final Model

Overall, using all frequency components as features yielded better results. In
particular, using all frequency components as input to the Random forest
classifier was the most successful. This method was therefore chosen as the
final classification model.

Random forest classifier
Full frequency, 90-170kHz Class label

Figure 3.16: The final classification model.

An accuracy of A = 0.865 was achieved when the final model was applied
to the test data set.
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Figure 3.17: Normalized Confusion matrix of the final result. The top left and
bottom right elements correspond to the fraction of correctly classified responses of
sticklebacks and whitefish respectively.

3.5 Discussion

The k-Fold Cross Validation and the strict sampling rules are enforced in or-
der to avoid doing validation and testing on the same data that the training
is based on. However, due to the setup of the experiment, there is no guar-
antee that all the samples (in groups of 10) originate from unique fish. This
limitation will be discussed further in Section 3.5.2. The results of the vali-
dation process are the foundation for choosing the final model. The reasons
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why the Random forest model performed better than the other methods can
be found by studying the mechanisms of the RF classifier (Section 3.5.1). The
poor performance of the higher frequencies is an interesting result in itself. A
possible explanation for this will be presented in Section 3.5.3. Even though
one method produced poorer results, both methods can provide insight into
the data set. In Section 3.5.4, the performance of the two methods will be
discussed.

3.5.1 Random forest performance

The stopping criteria for the growing of each tree in the random forest is based
on purity in the leaves. From there, the leaves act as voters in a democratic
process in order to estimate a class label. The distribution of votes contain
information about how ”certain” the classifier is when differentiating between
the two classes.

Figure 3.18: Voting distribution for the 90-170kHz data set. A decision threshold of
T = 0.5 is used.

Figure 3.18 gives insight into how the classifier is able to separate the
test data. Because the training data is used to make the random forest, it
is not surprising that the training data is well separated. Histograms are
generated by finding the prediction probability for each class. The probability
is obtained by using the prediction probability function (using scikit-learn).
The documentation states that ”The predicted class probabilities of an input
sample are computed as the mean predicted class probabilities of the trees in
the forest. The class probability of a single tree is the fraction of samples of
the same class in a leaf.” [35]. The plots in figure 3.18 are made by plotting
the histogram of Pstickleback and the histogram of 1− Pwhitefish.

The figure confirms the result in 3.17. There are more misclassified white-
fish (yellow samples on the right side of the threshold in the right plot of
Figure 3.18) than misclassified stickleback (blue samples on the left side of
threshold). The default threshold of T = 0.5 is chosen. However, if the data
was distributed differently, the threshold can be moved in order to further
increase classifier performance.
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Figure 3.19: This figure shows how each feature contribute to separating the two
classes. For Random forest the .feature importance attribute is used and for
LDA the .scalings attribute was used.

Another way to assess the performance of the Random forest classifier is
to look at how each feature in the feature vector x is used by the classifier.
The comparison of feature importance for LDA and the RF model is shown
in Figure 3.19. Instead of simply taking the absolute value of the eigenvec-
tor obtained in Linear discriminant analysis, a Hilbert transformation was
performed on the eigenvector in order to plot the amplitude envelope of the
eigenvector (see Figure 3.23). A comparison of the feature importance using
the two methods can now be made. The two methods have a common peak
at around 147± 3 kHz. This frequency region plays a significant role in sepa-
rating the two classes. With regards to the hypothesis posed by Gugele et al.
in Section 2.4.1, this result indicates that further study of the response at this
frequency range would be useful for improving classification accuracy further.

The feature importance plot also gives insight into why the Random forest
classifier yields higher accuracy than the other methods. Because the decision
tree estimates a class label in a hierarchical and non-linear way, the RF model
ends up being more refined and differentiates between the two species better
than the eigen-based methods.

3.5.2 The problem of non-uniqueness

By sampling each fish a fixed number of times, the risk of contaminating
the validation and test sets with samples from fish whose samples exist in the
training set is reduced. When a single fish enters the acoustic beam, it appears
in the echogram as an echo. Due to the beam pattern, the echo becomes
stronger when the fish moves closer to the beam center. When the fish swims
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out of the beam, the echo intensity gradually decreases and disappears.

Figure 3.20: An example of a stickleback entering and exiting the beam. The intense
echo in red indicates that the fish was located around the center of the beam. This
part of the echogram covers about 162 pings.

When sampling a single fish in the echogram, it is guaranteed that all the
samples belong to that fish. However, it is not guaranteed that samples from a
different target belong to a new fish, as the original fish can exit the beam and
re-enter moments later. This is a consequence of the way that the experiment
was conducted and causes a bias in the estimates of classifier accuracy.

3.5.3 Why is the lower frequency range better?

Assuming a sound speed of 1481 m/s in the water, the wavelength of the
transmitted pulse varies from 16 mm to 8.7 mm for the 90-170 kHz range and
9.2 mm to 5.7 mm for the 160-260 kHz range. The diameter of the cross section
of the fish was on average 14± 4 mm.

The type of scattering occurring when an acoustic wave hits a target can
be put into three categories: specular, diffusive and diffractive [42, p. 259].
Specular scattering occurs when the wavelength λ is much smaller than the
object dimensions l, λ << l. The incident wave is reflected, and the reflected
wavefront is a replica of the shape of the target. Diffusive scattering occurs
when the wavelength is much longer than the object dimensions, λ >> l.
The incident wave is then scattered in all directions and, as Lord Rayleigh
discovered, the intensity varies as the fourth power of frequency [41, 42]. For
this reason, it is common to choose a wavelength that is smaller than the
target one wishes to study. If the wavelength is approximately equal to the
object dimensions, the scattering is categorized as diffractive, λ ≈ l. On this
scale, the reflected wavefront does not necessarily resemble the shape of the
target and the maxima and minima are dependent on incident angle and the
relationship between wavelength and dimensions of the object.
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On average, the lower frequency range outperformed the higher frequency
range. One possible explanation for the superior performance of the lower
frequency range can be found by looking at the beam pattern of the reflected
wave. When the acoustic wave propagates through the water, it quickly spreads
out. As the wave spreads out, the spherical properties of the pressure field in a
local area can quickly be neglected. In other words, the wave hitting a target
can be approximated by a plane wave. Figure 3.22 shows the final pressure
field after a plane wave hits the target.

Figure 3.21: A K-wave simulation of the pressure field 0.24ms after a frequency mod-
ulated wave hits the target. Left: lower frequency range, Right: higher frequency
range. A fish is emulated by an ellipse with dimensions w = 70mm and h = 20mm.

The two different frequency ranges produce significantly different beam
patterns. The lower frequencies tend to produce a more spread out pattern.
The beam pattern of waves with large wavelength will contain a wide main
lobe7, whereas a wave with a small wavelength will contain a narrow main lobe
and more side lobes. This is also clear from the simulation. The low-pressure
lines (appearing as white) correspond to the separation of the lobes.

The pattern for higher frequencies is generally more complicated than for
lower frequencies. Interference in the reflected wave in the near-field of a
fish will produce unpredictable beam patterns. Because the pattern is less
predictable, the differentiating characteristics of a species of fish might be
harder to extract from the 160-260 kHz frequency response.

Another factor to take into consideration is the attenuation of the acoustic
wave. In addition to geometric spreading, the acoustic wave also loses energy
to the water through absorption, which is ultimately caused by the viscosity of
the water. The loss due to absorption α can be modeled as being proportional
to some power y of the frequency [42].

α(f) = α0 + α1|f |y (3.14)

7local maxima of the beam pattern
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The signal containing the higher frequencies will be attenuated faster and the
signal-to-noise ratio will be smaller compared to the lower frequency range.
Details that are important for classification could simply be lost due to noise
pollution. Using higher frequencies is often motivated by the need for increased
range resolution. However, the lower frequency range provides more than
enough bandwidth to distinguish between individual fish (λ < l) in this case.

To assess how much of a determining factor the attenuation is, the range of
the targets needs to be considered. The center frequency of the lower frequency
range is 130 kHz. For this frequency, the attenuation due to absorption is 3.17
db/km. Whereas for 210 kHz, the attenuation is 8.8 db/km. These values are
obtained by using the Francois and Garrison equation [14, p. 57]. The targets
studied in this experiment were located at a maximum depth of 10 m. For 130
kHz, this corresponds to a maximum attenuation of

Attenuation = 3.17dB/km · 0.01km = 0.0317dB

And similarly for 210 kHz

Attenuation = 8.8dB/km · 0.01km = 0.088dB

However, this attenuation is not significant and is most likely not the deter-
mining factor for the difference in performance of the two frequency ranges.

3.5.4 All frequency components vs Extracted features

Using all the components of the frequency response as features tends to result
in better classification accuracy. In general, the full-frequency method classi-
fied correctly about 10% more often than the extracted-features method. A
suggestion to why the two methods yielded different results will be presented
here.

The goal of the classification was to classify the two species based only on
their frequency response, and not on size or other parameters. Because the
frequency response is discrete, the information contained is finite and depends
on how finely the response was sampled [47]. When classifying, one tries to use
the information in the data set in a way that best separates the classes. If two
features in the data set are correlated, they represent the same information and
one of them is partly redundant. Take, for example, the principal component
analysis. PCA gets rid of all the redundancies and decorrelates the features in
the feature vector. The goal is, in other words, to maximize information while
minimizing redundancies. The two methods both attempt to do this, but they
differ on fundamental levels.

The features extracted using the Extracted features method, is based on
statistics and visual inspection of the frequency response. The statistical fea-
tures such as mean, variance, kurtosis and skewness are very common features
and perform relatively well (as shown in Figure 3.11) in this classification
problem. The first 5 components of the Fast-Fourier-transform (FFT1-5) of
the frequency response are also good features for separating the two classes.
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The features based on peak detection and trends are less successful, with the
exception of overall trend.

Using the full frequency as the feature vector resulted in higher accuracy
possibly because the classifier can find ways to combine frequency compo-
nents linearly and non-linearly that are counterintuitive. By having all the
information available, the techniques presented here will remove redundancies
while utilizing information in ways that might have been overlooked using the
Extracted features method.

Figure 3.22: Left: Some correlation, a lot of information. Right: Low correlation,
low information.
Note that Covariance = Correlation−Mean

When the importance of the individual features were assessed, a similarity
between the two methods appeared. According to Song et al. in [40], the
eigenvector obtained in LDA can be viewed as a measure of how important
each feature is. For the Extracted features method, FFT1-5 were good features
according to the absolute value of the eigenvector. When doing the same for the
Full frequency method, the eigenvector turns out to be an oscillating periodic
signal.
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An LDA component is found by performing the dot product of the feature
vector x and the eigenvector w. If the eigenvector is an oscillating periodic
vector with frequency k0, the dot product is equivalent to performing a Discrete
Fourier transform of the feature vector and looking only at frequency k0.

X[k] =
N−1∑
n=0

xne
−i2πkn/N (3.15)

X[k0] = a0(x ·w) (3.16)

where a0 is some constant.
This confirms why FFT1-5 were good features in the Extracted features

method and suggests that more FFT components should also be implemented.
In Chapter 4, a sound synthesis model is developed using this result.

3.5.5 Future Work

In this thesis, real-time inter-process communication was established in order
to extract the frequency responses from an echogram opened in a closed-off
process. As a natural result, the data can be piped through to an application
as the user moves or clicks on an area in the echogram. The main focus in
this thesis was to acquire a data set and to train and test different classifiers.
However, using a trained model in combination with the piping communication
allows for real-time classification of targets in the echogram.
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Future work could also include a refining of the features used for classifi-
cation. Eq. 3.16 confirms that FFT1-5 are good features for separating the
classes. The result also suggests that more than just the five first components
can be used to possibly improve separating power of the features extracted
from the frequency response.

In this chapter, the three main methods, PCA, LDA and Random forest,
were used separately and were not combined in any way. The
sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier.fit() method has a
sample weight parameter that was not used. The measure of feature impor-
tance obtained in a Linear Discriminant analysis can be applied as a weighting
of the features presented to the Random Forest classifier. This could further
improve results.

By acquiring a bigger data set, methods like convolutional neural networks
(CNN) can also be applied.

3.6 Summary

Differentiating between two species of swim-bladdered fish based on frequency
response is an undertaking made possible by the EK80 echo-sounder and its
chirp function. By obtaining frequency responses from known targets, it is
possible to design a machine learning algorithm that can differentiate between
sticklebacks and whitefish. The results presented in this thesis show that
there are, indeed, consistent differences between the two species of fish in the
continuous frequency domain.

As a starting point for classification, all the frequency components of the
response were used as features. This conserves the total information in the
data set. The class labels of the samples, or fish, are then estimated by a
trained Random forest model. The Random forest classifier performs well on
correlated features. This was therefore a suitable choice in this case. A variety
of transducers are available to use with EK80, but the ES120-7C transducer
produced the highest classification accuracy. Using this transducer (90-170
kHz), 93% of the sticklebacks and 81% of the whitefish in an unseen test-
data set were correctly classified.
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Chapter 4

Sound-aided Classification

In Chapter 3, the goal was to differentiate between sticklebacks and whitefish
based on a specific data set. The performance of the classifier was determined
by finding the classification accuracy on a test data set. In this chapter, a dif-
ferent, and supplementary, approach was taken: To design a sound synthesis
module that would function as a tool for classification, rather than the classi-
fication itself. The analyst using the module would be able to ”listen” to the
data and extract information about the system. This eliminates the need for
training a classifier beforehand.

4.1 Introduction

Hydroacoustic data from SONAR and echo-sounders are traditionally pre-
sented on a computer screen in the form of an echogram. The analyst applies
algorithms to the data in order to extract useful information. Surveillance of
migrating fish in rivers and classification of targets and the seabed are im-
portant applications. There are algorithms in place that attempt to do this
[2, 3, 30]. A challenge arises when trying to make an algorithm designed to
work for an arbitrary data set. The data sets vary a lot in size and in content.
It is therefore hard to generalize and the algorithms become computationally
expensive. The result is that, for large data sets (i.e. surveillance data from
rivers), the echograms are analyzed manually. This is a tedious process and
motivates an alternative method for presenting and analyzing the data.

The data acquired by an echo-sounder are sonic in nature. The transfer
of information is made possible by sound waves propagating from the target
to the transducer. By doing data analysis in the auditory domain, the data
is analyzed in the same physical domain as the origin of the data itself. The
hydroacoustic data contains information about frequency response, phase and
intensity (target strength) of the targets in the water. These parameters can
also be used to produce a sound that enables the data to be analyzed acous-
tically.

Mapping of data to the auditory domain is referred to as sonification [21].
The use of sound to convey information is not a particularly foreign concept.
Whether it is the seatbelt reminder in a car or the crumpling sound of paper
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when a document is deleted on a computer, information in the auditory do-
main is relatively common. However, some research aims to fully utilize the
sensitivity of the human ear by analyzing multidimensional data through au-
ditory display. In [4], Barrett presents an interactive sonification for analysis
of geological rock mechanisms. As a result, she found frequent ”cascade”- type
patterns, where a series of ”parent” events were followed by ”daughter” events
closely associated in space and time. In this case, an auditory display unveils
patterns in the data set.

4.2 Theoretical Background

In this section, some key concepts relating to sound synthesis and auditory
analysis of data will be explained.

4.2.1 Sonification

By using (non-speech) sound, underlying patterns in multidimensional data
sets can be detected [21]. Dimensionality reduction techniques are commonly
used to analyze multidimensional data sets and can detect subtle patterns
that are present in the data. In Chapter 3, the utility of these methods was
demonstrated. However, as a complement to machine learning techniques,
sonification aims to take advantage of the high temporal, spatial and spectral
resolution of the ear. In [21, p. 1], Herman and Ritter suggest two techniques
for data analysis in the auditory domain:

Audification: here the data is directly translated to the audible
domain, it is interpreted as a time series which directly controls the
audio signal amplitude. This is particularly meaningful if the data
originates from a system dynamic evolving in time, e.g. certain
physical measurements.

Parameter Mapping: here the data drives the parameters
of a synthesizer, which may be imagined as a waveform-producing
algorithm. For each data point, one or more tones are generated
where the parameters of the events, e.g. time stamp, duration, vol-
ume, pitch, envelope characteristics, brightness, etc., are controlled
by the data vector components. The result can be called a multi-
dimensional ”sonic scatter plot”.

When analyzing data that has a clear temporal dimension, it could be
easiest to use audification as the technique for sonification. However, when
the data set is high-dimensional, parameter mapping may be a more suited
method. Even though some attributes of human hearing can be utilized in
data analysis, one is faced with major challenges when analyzing data in the
auditory domain. One being the challenge of unique mapping. There is no
unique way to map data vector components to parameters. It is therefore up
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to the designer to choose, through a process of trial and error, the mapping
and assess the model’s ability to describe the data set. Another challenge
is invariance. The sonification is sensitive to structures, but it is also often
sensitive to translations and rotations of the data set. Another challenge is the
problem of evaluation. To what degree the auditory model can be evaluated
will be discussed further in Section 4.5.

4.2.2 Digital Sound Synthesis

There are many techniques for digital synthesis of sound. Frequency modula-
tion (FM) synthesis, additive synthesis, and subtractive synthesis are popular
methods. An additional technique, which is far less common, is the Karplus-
Strong (KS) string synthesis. This algorithm is an example of Physics inspired
sound synthesis. Physics inspired synthesis is a collection of techniques that
model a physical instrument [11].

Subtractive synthesis, additive synthesis, and physics inspired models make
up the foundation for the sound synthesis presented in this chapter.

Subtractive synthesis

In [43, p. 1], Valimaki and Huovilainen define subtractive synthesis as a syn-
thesis that ”... generates sound by filtering an input signal that has a rich
spectral content.” Common input signals are the sawtooth, the rectangular-
pulse and the triangular waveform. In this thesis, white noise was used as the
input signal. White noise contains all frequencies and, when filtered, has the
potential to produce rich timbres.

Filtering a signal can be done by multiplying the FFT of white noise w[n]
with the impulse response h[n] of the filter.

y[n] = F−1{F(w[n])(F(h[n])∗}
Multiplication in the frequency-domain is equivalent to convolution in the time-
domain [20, p. 14].

y[n] = w[n] ∗ h[n] (4.1)

The subtractive synthesis performed in this thesis was done using convolution,
as in Eq. 4.1.

Additive synthesis

The Fourier transform implies that any signal can be decomposed into linearly
independent sine-, or cosine-components. Using this idea, a signal can be com-
posed by adding many individual sine-waves together. This is equivalent to
doing an inverse Fourier transform. By adding sine-waves with different fre-
quency, amplitude and phase, complex signals can be constructed. Figure 4.1
shows how a complex signal (right) can be decomposed into many individual
sine-waves (left).
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Figure 4.1: Sine-waves with different amplitude and frequency are collapsed into one
wave, similar to an inverse Fourier transform.

In this thesis, more emphasis was put on the frequency magnitude than
on the phase. The phase spectrum of a signal provides information about
the required time delay of the individual sine-components such that the sine-
components add up to the original signal [31, p. 27]. This process is also known
as the inverse discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [31].

x[n] =
1

N

N−1∑
k=0

X[k]ei
2π
N
kn (4.2)

Or equivalently using the phasor representation of a complex number X[k]

x[n] =
1

N

N−1∑
k=0

|X[k]|eiφei 2πN kn (4.3)

x[n] =
1

N

N−1∑
k=0

|X[k]|ei( 2πN kn+φ) (4.4)

Using Euler’s formula, the DFT can be expressed as,

x[n] =
1

N

N−1∑
k=0

|X[k]|(cos(
2π

N
kn+ φ) + i sin(

2π

N
kn+ φ)), (4.5)

where the phase φ can be recognized as a time delay of individual cosine-
and imaginary sine-components. Because the frequency content is the focus
when developing these synthesis models, the original phase spectrum, or time-
delays, were ignored and random variables were assigned to the phases when
the inverse DFT was performed. Further study could, however, include design
of the phase content of the synthesized sound signals.

Physics Inspired Modeling

Physics inspired modeling has distinguished itself as a synthesis technique due
to its ability to produce natural sounding timbres [11]. Instead of attempting
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to synthesize an existing sound, a physics inspired model produces sound by
exciting, or ”playing”, the model itself. Just as a piano produces different
sounds if a key is pressed more or less violently, a physics inspired model will
produce different sounds depending on the excitation signal. This results in
a natural sounding synthesis. Another advantage is that the model can be
re-excited, hence, avoiding polyphony problems.

In [24], Karplus and Strong describe a simple technique that can be imple-
mented cheaply and that produces a guitar string-like sound with a rich timbre.
Figure 4.2 shows the positive feedback control system for such a physics in-
spired model.

Figure 4.2: The Karplus-Strong string synthesis algorithm. X(z) is the system input
and Y (z) is the system output. z is the discrete-time Laplace variable. The signal
is delayed by L samples in the positive feedback loop. The filter is usually a low-pass
filter. The low-pass filter is chosen in order to synthesize how higher frequencies get
attenuated faster in acoustical instruments.

When the KS algorithm is used to synthesize a guitar string, the input
X(z) is a short burst of white noise. This resembles a sharp object (nail or
guitar pick) exciting the string. When the burst is delayed and fed back to the
input node, the resulting sound is a periodic (periodicity equal to the delay,
L) sound containing a fundamental frequency and harmonics. Because of the
unpredictable content of the noise burst, the sound produced is unique and
sounds more natural than other digital synthesizers.

One way to implement the KS algorithm, is by finding the rational transfer
function H of the system in Figure 4.2. The filter is referred to as F . The
output Y (z) is equal to

Y (z) = X(z) +GY (z)Fz−L

This equation can be rearranged to obtain the transfer function.

Y (z)−GY (z)Fz−L = X(z)

Y (z)(1−GFz−L) = X(z)

H(z) =
Y (z)

X(z)

H(z) =
1

1−GFz−L (4.6)
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Having obtained the transfer function for the system, sounds y(n) can be
synthesized by

y[n] = h ∗ x[n]

where x[n] can be any input and ∗ is the convolution operation.
In this thesis, the filter coefficients of F were found by using Least-squares

linear-phase filter design. Using functions implemented in the scipy.signal

Python library [23], the impulse response of the filter can be determined. In
addition to designing the filter F in the feedback loop, the input x(n) can also
be filtered using the same tools.

By knowing the mechanisms of the KS algorithm, some parameters become
apparent and can be used in a sonification process:

• Delay, L. The delay determines the pitch of the synthesized sound and
the parameter L corresponds directly to how many samples the signal is
delayed by. E.g. z−1 is a delay by one sample.

• The input signal, x(n). This could be any signal. The frequency con-
tent of the output y(n) is limited to what is supplied at the input. If the
input is white noise, the output could potentially contain all frequencies
as well.

• Filter, F . The internal filter determines the overall timbre1 of the syn-
thesis. Cutoff frequency and filter-order are parameters here and more
sophisticated filters can be implemented.

• Feedback gain, G. Low gain corresponds to an output signal that re-
sembles the input signal. Higher gain dramatically increases the presence
of harmonic overtones.

Each of these four parameters have a physical meaning when the KS algorithm
is used to synthesize a guitar string. The delay-parameter is related to where
on the neck of the guitar the string is pressed in. The input signal is directly
related to how the string is plucked. Plucking the string with a guitar pick
causes a ”sharp” excitation, whereas, a finger pick will cause a ”blunt” exci-
tation and therefore also a softer sound as a result. The filter-parameter is
supposed to imitate how high frequencies are attenuated faster in acoustic in-
struments. Finally, the feedback gain imitates the resonance of the instrument.
In other words, how long the note keeps on ringing after it is played.

Having established these synthesis parameters, a synthesis model can be
designed (see Section 4.3.4 for the KS implementation).

4.2.3 Psychoacoustics and Auditory Perception

When designing an algorithm that maps components of an echogram to pa-
rameters for sound synthesis, it is important to consider how humans perceive
sound. The science that attempts to quantify human perception of sound is

1Character or quality of a sound independent of pitch [18].
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called psychoacoustics [18, p. 205]. Despite many years of physiological re-
search, there are still many unanswered questions about the human auditory
perception. There are, however, some obtained metrics that provide insight
into how humans perceive sound.

One metric of sound perception is loudness. Loudness is a measure of how
intense a sound is perceived as a function of intensity, frequency and the quality
of the sound [18]. Figure 4.3 shows the Fletcher-Munson loudness curves. The
dip at approximately 4 kHz corresponds to the frequency that the human ear
is most sensitive to. All other frequencies need to be amplified in order to be
perceived equally as loud. Note the asymptotic behavior at 20 kHz. This is
considered the maximum frequency that a human can perceive. In addition to
frequency dependency, the duration of a sound has an effect on the perceived
loudness. Longer lasting sounds, up to 200 ms, seem louder than short sounds.
This implies some kind of temporal integration [18, p. 212].

Figure 4.3: Figure, taken from [18], showing equal loudness curves, also known as
Fletcher-Munson curves, for pure tones. Along one curve, the sound is perceived to
be of equal loudness regardless of the varying sound pressure level.

Another psychoacoustic phenomenon is masking. When two tones of sim-
ilar frequency are presented simultaneously, the weaker tone may, in some
cases, not be heard. The closer the two tones are in frequency, the grater
the masking effect. Loud tones can potentially mask tones further away and
lower-frequencies mask higher-frequencies more than vise versa [18].
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4.3 Methods

Having covered some of the theoretical background needed in order to synthe-
size sound digitally on a computer, this section aims to explain the result of
experimenting with different models in order to achieve an auditory display
of hydroacoustic data. By considering different aspects of human auditory
perception, as well as the challenges associated with sonification, some mod-
els were developed in order to gain insight into a data set. The process of
developing these models started with ideas for ways to map data, directly or
indirectly, to parameters for sound synthesis. The ideas were pursued further or
discontinued depending on their initial performance. Two sonification models
were devolped in the context of this thesis. Both models map the fast-Fourier-
transform (FFT) of a frequency response to the audible range. The first model
achieves this by using additive synthesis. The second model achieves this by
using a combination of subtractive synthesis and physics inspired modeling.
Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 deal with practical aspects of developing a sound syn-
thesizer in Python.

4.3.1 Graphical User Interface using Tkinter

Tkinter is Python’s standard tool for creating graphical user interface (GUI)’s.
The need for a GUI quickly arises when experimenting with sound synthesis
models. As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, there are many ways to map the data
vector components to parameters for sound synthesis and having the ability
to fine tune each variable is essential. Figure 4.5 shows a simple GUI for a
sine-wave generator. The GUI is coupled with the sound synthesis through
multithreading2. The app, or GUI, is run inside of one thread while other
processes are running simultaneously.

Figure 4.4: A GUI for A simple sine-wave generator.

4.3.2 Realtime Sound Synthesis

Using inputs from both the echogram and the GUI, the sound synthesis pro-
gram produces sounds in realtime. The hydroacoustic data itself is not in
realtime, but the produced sound changes interactively as the mouse moves

2execution of multiple processes concurrently
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over the echogram. The Python library used to send the produced waveform
to the sound card was PyAudio [36]. A PyAudio audio stream is established
and the sound is produced by continuously writing packed binary data to the
audio stream in the form of buffers.

Figure 4.5: The setup for auditory analysis of frequency data. The mouse is moved
over an echogram and the data is piped in realtime to a Python program. Using the
PyAudio-library, the sound is sent to the soundcard.

For realtime synthesis, all the sound processing happens inside a callback
routine. The callback routine is a block of code that is executed every time a
buffer is sent to the sound card. This puts timing constraints on the synthesis
algorithm. If the current callback routine is not done by the time the previous
buffer is finished playing, the user will hear an uncomfortable ”popping” sound.
For example, if the buffer size is N = 2048 samples and the sample rate is
fs = 44100 samples per second (Hz). The timing constraint is τ = 46 ms.

In addition to meeting the timing requirements, it is important to assure
continuity of the signal in the transition between buffers. Figure 4.6 shows an
example of a discontinuous buffer transition.

Figure 4.6: A visualization of discontinuity in a signal when transitioning between
buffers.

When synthesizing pure tones, e.g. a sine wave generator, the varying fre-
quency causes a discontinuity. This also makes sense mathematically.

sin(2πf0t0) 6= sin(2πf1t0)

given f0 6= nf1, n ∈ Z.
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To get around this problem, one can vary the frequency as a continuous
function of time, g′(t). Logistic functions can be used to do this. These
functions have two horizontal asymptotes, which is suitable for going from one
frequency to another.

g′(t) =
f0 − f1

1 + ea(t−t0)
+ f1

t
0

f
0

f
1

Figure 4.7: Changing from one frequency f0 to another f1 using a hyperbolic tangent
function.

Where a is the slope of the change from the first frequency f0 to the next
f1 and t0 is the shift in time. The angular frequency of a sine-function is equal
to the derivative of the argument. For example, the angular frequency of a
signal S(t) = sin(2π440t) is equal to ω = 2π · 440. Consider a sine-wave in the
form S(t) = A sin(f(t)t). In order to obtain a smooth transition between the
the initial and the desired frequency, the frequency input function f(t) can be
defined as

f(t) =
1

t

∫
g′(t)dt

f(t) =
f0 − f1
at

ln(1 + ea(t−t0)) + f1 (4.7)

By tuning the parameter a so that the frequency changes from f0 to f1 in
one buffer, one makes sure that the sound stays continuous at all times.

Another way to assure continuity is by windowing each buffer with a Hann-
function. A visualization of how windowed buffers can be added together for
smooth transitioning is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Smoothing using windowed buffers. This figure shows how a smooth
transmission from one buffer to another can be obtained by adding the right tail of
the previous buffer, and the left tail of the next buffer, to the current buffer. Note
that the produced buffers need to be twice as long as the buffer size, t1 − t0, in order
for them to fuse together.

By creating a sound array twice as long as the buffer size, one allows for
the array to be windowed and fused together. Hann-functions are suitable for
this because they have the value 0.5 at 1

4
N and 3

4
N , where N is the length of

the window. As shown in Figure 4.8 by the purple line, the windows add to
one when overlapped by one fourth.

Because the produced sounds often contain a large number of frequencies,
logistic functions are hard to use in practice. The method of windowing was
therefore used to produce smooth transitions.

4.3.3 First Model: FFT mapping

An important result obtained in Chapter 3 was how well the extracted fea-
tures (variance, number of peaks, trendlines, etc.) perform in a classification
problem. The performance was assessed by taking the absolute value of the
eigenvector obtained through LDA. Figure 3.11 shows that FFT1-5 were good
features for separating the classes. Additionally, Section 3.5.4 presents how
the two methods used in Chapter 3 both confirm that doing a discrete Fourier
transform of the frequency response extracts useful information. Basing a
sonification model on a fast Fourier transform of the frequency response was
therefore a natural choice when exploring different models. Instead of using
only the first five components of the FFT, all the components of the fast
Fourier transform were mapped to parameters for additive sound synthesis.

Similar to the acquisition of data in Section 3.3.2, the frequency response
s[n] from a section of a ping in the echogram was piped to a Python program.
Inside the callback routine, the frequency response was mapped to sound.
The first step was to do an FFT of the normalized frequency response. This
provides information about oscillations and periodic patterns in the response.
One possible step here, was to simply perform an inverse FFT in combina-
tion with interpolation3. However, the produced sound needed to be periodic

3Interpolation is needed in order to produce a signal with length N
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and phase-information was neglected. Instead of doing an iFFT directly, the
absolute value was used and the phase was randomized. The random phase
is referred to as Φr[k] and every phase component was mapped to a white
Gaussian noise, Φr[k] = W [k].

First the FFT was performed.

S[k] = F
{
s[n]

}
A[k] = |S[k]| cos(Φr[k])

B[k] = |S[k]| sin(Φr[k])

The new spectrum, S ′[k], was obtained by

S ′[k] = A[k] + iB[k]

Because the phase is random, an inverse-FFT of the new frequency spectrum
S ′[k] will produce a sound that is stationary (see Appendix A.1.1 for definition
of stationarity of a random process), but at the same time not unpleasantly
repetitive.

Zeros were added in between all the samples of the new frequency spectrum
S ′[k], spreading out the information in the frequency domain and, ultimately,
avoiding masking effects. Adding zeros in between adds a clear harmonic
structure to the produced sound. Figure 4.9 shows the resulting spectrum of a
sound produced with FFT components from the frequency response of a target
in the water. The orange plot of the figure shows how adding zeros in between
the samples causes a harmonic structure to emerge. Figure 4.10 shows the
GUI developed to control some of the parameters of the sonification model.

Figure 4.9: This figure shows a section (0 to 8 kHz) of both the original FFT of the
frequency response and frequency content of the sound produced based on the FFT.
Zeros were added in between samples of the original FFT on order to create a sound
with harmonics. This is reflected as the Harmonic distance in the figure.
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Figure 4.10: A GUI developed to control some parameters of the first model. The top
slider of this application controls the shift in frequency [Hz] of the sound spectrum.
The second slider controls the distance [number of zeros] between the harmonics.
Having no ”air” between frequency components will produce a chaotic sound that
resembles noise. Increasing the harmonic distance produces a ”cleaner” sound with
a clear pitch. The last slider controls interpolation length. An interpolated frequency
spectrum will produce a longer lasting sound with the same frequency content. The
sound has a more stable amplitude around the middle of the signal. This is better
for conserving continuity between buffers. The buffer size remains constant and the
buffer is always taken out of the middle of the inversely transformed signal.

The mechanisms of the first model for auditory analysis data can be sum-
marized with the following steps:

1. FFT of the frequency response from a region in the echogram,
S[k] = F

{
s[n]

}
.

2. Replace original phase-spectrum with random phase, Φr[k].

3. Add zeros in between samples of obtained spectrum, S ′[k] and interpolate
to length N .

4. Play Inverse-FFT on PyAudio stream.
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4.3.4 Second Model: Karplus-Strong Synthesis

The normalized frequency response, s[n], of a target is both size, and position
invariant. By using the response as a starting point for sonification, the chal-
lenge of translation and rotation in the data set can therefore be overcome.
Additionally, the FFT of the response retains the information in the data set
and provides a gain falloff that is suitable for sound synthesis (see Loudness
in Section 4.2.3).

In this model, the KS algorithm was used to synthesize the sound. Different
features of the frequency response of a target were mapped to the parameters
of the KS algorithm.

Delay-parameter

This parameter controls the pitch4 of the produced sound. The human ear
is highly sensitive to pitch and large emphasis was put on this parameter.
From Figure 3.11, it is clear that the ”TrendOverall” feature is one of the best
features for differentiating between the two species of fish5. When inspecting
the frequency responses from different sections of the echogram, it is also clear
that targets (fish, bubbles etc.) have a non-zero overall trendline gradient.
The normalized absolute value of this feature was mapped to the pitch of the
produced sound. Because shorter delay corresponds to higher pitch, the pitch
was implemented as

L = a0(1− |φ|)
where a0 is determined by the ”Note region” slider shown in Figure 4.11 and
φ is the trendline gradient.

Input-parameter

The input signal to the KS algorithm determines the overall frequency content
of the produced sound. By using the frequency response as the input signal,
the output signal will contain all the information in the original section of the
data set. However, because each sound buffer consists of 4096 samples, the
frequency response needs to either be interpolated or zero-padded in order to
produce a sound that has a length equal to the buffer size. To preserve the rich
timbre and to produce a long and continuous sound, the frequency response
s[n] was convoluted with white Gaussian noise w[n].

x[n] = s[n] ∗ w[n]

The middle plot of Figure 4.11 shows the result of the convolution. The FFT
of the input signal contains the same FFT components as the original response
with an addition of noise to produce a richer and more nuanced sound.

4The perception of frequency [18].
5FFT1(Mean) is the best feature, but since all the FFT components are already being

used, the ”TrendOverall” is a good second choice.
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Figure 4.11: The GUI associated with the second model. The top slider determines at
what frequency region [Hz] the synthesis takes place. The gain-slider determines the
attenuation in the feedback loop. The cutoff-slider determines the cutoff frequency of
the filter in the KS algorithm. By pressing the ”Update” button frequency spectra are
plotted inside the canvas of the application. Bottom: FFT of the frequency response,
F
{
s[n]

}
. The middle plot shows the result of doing an FFT of the convolution of

the frequency response with white noise, F
{
x[n]

}
. Top: This is the FFT of the

produced sound, F
{
y[n]

}
. This plot has the same frequency content as the previous

plots, but with the addition of a clear pitch (fundamental and harmonics).
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Filter-parameter

As previously mentioned, the KS algorithm is usually implemented using a
low-pass filter. Using a low-pass filter with a low cutoff frequency creates a
”blunt” sound, whereas a high cutoff creates a ”sharp” sound. The trade-off
between a ”nice sounding” sound and an informative sound quickly became
a topic when implementing the algorithm. Therefore, the filter cutoff can be
varied with the slider shown in Figure 4.11.

Gain-parameter

The gain parameter emphasizes the pitch of the sound. Low gain means high
attenuation in the feedback loop. The sound produced is then similar to the
input signal, which is noisy. When the gain is higher, more of the signal is fed
back and the signal gets a clearer periodicity, or pitch. The trade-off between
emphasis on the frequency content from the input signal and emphasis on the
pitch, resulted in a slider (see Figure 4.11) controlling this parameter.

4.4 Evaluation

In order to present and evaluate the produced sound, the input from the
echogram and the sound need to be synchronized in time. A Python pro-
gram reads in the target-strength values from a section of the ping when the
mouse cursor moves over it. At the same time it records the produced sound.
The result is two 2-dimensional representations shown in Figures 4.13 and
4.14. The first resembles a section of the echogram, but is in reality the trac-
ing of the mouse as it moves over the echogram. The second is a short-time
Fourier transform representation, also known as a spectrogram. The spectro-
gram shows how the frequency content (y-axis) of the sound changes with time
(x-axis). Figure 4.12 shows how objects in the echogram are represented.

Figure 4.12: Left: Echogram containing an individual of Stickleback. The cursor
moves over the target and following it’s shape. Middle: The vertical cross-sections
are lined up. Right: The lined-up cross-sections make up a 2-dimensional image
that represents how the target was traced by the cursor.
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4.4.1 First Model: FFT mapping

A harmonic distance of zero, i.e. only interpolation and no zeros added between
samples, resulted in a sound sounding like filtered noise. When the harmonic
distance was increased, a clear pitch became present. With these settings,
different targets produced noticeably different sounds. Therefore, a harmonic
distance of 8 was chosen. Consider a frequency response consisting of 204
samples. By adding 7 zeros in between every sample of S(ω), the new size of
the signal is

204 ∗ 8 = 1632 samples

Interpolated to N = 4096 samples, the distance between the original FFT
components now becomes

8 ∗ 4096

1632
= 20 samples

If the buffer is played at fs = 44.1 kHz, the harmonics in the signal will be
spaced by

20 samples ∗ 44100 Hz

4096 samples
= 215 Hz

Figure 4.13: Top: The target strength (TS) values as the mouse moves from left to
right over two sticklebacks then two whitefish. Bottom: Spectrogram of the produced
sound. The harmonics are spaced 215 Hz apart. The two images are synchronized
in time. A vertical cross section of the top image is the original TS values that
indirectly produce the audio represented by the spectrogram directly below.

Figure 4.13 shows the result when mapping the FFT of the frequency re-
sponse to the audible range. The spectrogram shows a subtle difference (es-
pecially in the high frequency range) between the fish and their surroundings.
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Also, the difference is clearer in the auditory domain. In other words, the FFT
of the frequency response provides information that makes it possible to hear
the difference between a fish and the surroundings. However, the question
still remains: Is it possible, based on the produced sound, to hear the difference
between the two fish? There are differences, but the variation between the two
species is not significantly larger than the variation within the species.

4.4.2 Second Model: Karplus-Strong Synthesis

Figure 4.14 shows how the fish stand out from their surroundings. This is
a similar result to the first model, but the difference between the target and
the surrounding is significantly larger here. Because the pitch is dependent
on the trendline gradient in the frequency response, a clear change in pitch
can be observed. This change in pitch is represented by the ”bump” in the
spectrogram. The frequency content of the audio is clearly different from fish
to their surroundings.

The frequency response is normalized, and weaker targets, or water, will
contain more noise due to smaller SNR. Because frequency content is directly
linked to the frequency response, the produced audio for the fish contains less
noise simply because the frequency response also contains less noise.

Figure 4.14: Synchronized (in time) target strength values and spectrogram of the
produced sound. The object between the to sticklebacks (thin yellow stripe) are bub-
bles.

Using the second model, an analyst is able to hear the difference between
a fish and its surroundings. However, without any previous training, the pro-
duced sound cannot be used to separate between sticklebacks and whitefish.
Similar to the first model, the utility of the produced sound is limited to dis-
tinguishing the fish from their surroundings.
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4.4.3 Performance on other targets

As an additional area of application, the sonification of hydroacoustic data can
be used to analyze other types of targets. This section contains the results on
other targets using the second model, Karplus-Strong Synthesis.

Bubbles

Bubbles in an echogram is a common occurrence in many water bodies. Be-
cause of the big difference in acoustic impedance between air and water, the
bubbles often pollute the frequency response of targets. It is therefore benefi-
cial to learn more about the bubbles in order to determine the contents in the
water column.

When analyzing the echo from bubbles in the auditory domain, an inter-
esting result was obtained when using Karplus-Strong Synthesis.

Figure 4.15 shows a clear connection between the depth of the bubbles and
the frequency content of the produced sound. By studying the response of
the bubbles, it is clear that by using the response as excitation, the resulting
sound will contain a pitch that is independent of trendline gradient (which is
directly linked to the delay parameter, i.e. pitch).

Figure 4.15: Top: TS values as the mouse moves over ascending bubbles. Bottom:
The spectrogram shows a consistent change in pitch from ”start” to ”stop” that is
somewhat proportional to the depth of the bubble in the water.
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Figure 4.16: Frequency response of air bubbles.

To attempt to explain this, the ideal gas law can be used as a starting
point.

PV = nRT (4.8)

Where P is pressure, V is volume, n is the amount of substance (in moles), R
is the gas constant and T is temperature.

At larger depths, the pressure is higher. If the temperature stays constant,
the volume of the bubble will increase as it travels up in the water. The
interaction of the acoustic wave and the bubbles will change depending on the
bubble size. The change in pitch could be the result of this change in bubble
size.

Metal objects

In Gugele’s experiments, a net cage with metal bars was used. When calibrat-
ing the echo-sounder system, a copper sphere is used as a standard target. In
other words, metal objects are common targets. These targets have a distinct
frequency response as shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Top: TS values as the mouse moves over various metal targets. Bot-
tom: The spectrogram of the produced sound.

Here, the copper sphere produces a significantly different sound than the
other metal target. Using only sound as a tool for analysis, an analyst might
be able to distinguish the copper sphere from other targets.

4.5 Discussion

The data set acquired at Lake Constance is multidimensional. The echogram
contains complex information about the studied system. Therefore, parameter
mapping was chosen as the technique for sonification. Experimentation with
different parameter mappings resulted in two models that were both able to
distinguish fish from their surroundings. They were, on the other hand, not
able to produce a sound that an analyst could use to intuitively distinguish a
stickleback from a whitefish. The reasons why will be discussed in this section.

4.5.1 Mapping to the Auditory Domain

When doing data analysis in the auditory domain, the information in the raw
data set needs to be mapped to parameters for sound synthesis. When the
data set becomes multidimensional, the number different ways to map from
one domain to another increases dramatically [21]. Optimizing the models
then becomes increasingly difficult because of the vast number of variables.
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The two models presented in this chapter use the FFT of the frequency
response to determine the frequency content of the produced sound. The fre-
quency falloff of the FFT resembles ”normal” audio where frequency amplitude
decreases with increasing frequency. This is ideal for synthesizing sound, as it
takes the psychoacoustic phenomenon of loudness into account.

Both models produce a sound that has clear harmonics. In the first model,
the FFT is mapped directly to the auditory domain and zeros are added in
between the FFT samples. Spacing out the FFT samples takes the psychoa-
coustic phenomenon of masking into account. In this way, the information
in the data set will more likely be conserved rather than getting masked by
nearby frequencies.

Some psychoacoustic phenomena were considered. However, taking all as-
pects of human perception into account when optimizing the sonification model
is unrealistic considering the time and resources available for this thesis. The
number of different ways to map components to synthesis parameters, coupled
with psychoacoustic considerations, makes optimization difficult.

4.5.2 Subjectivity and the Problem of Evaluation

In Chapter 3, the performance of the classification algorithm was obtained
by testing the algorithm on a test data set. An accuracy was obtained and
because the test set was ”unseen” while training the classifier, the obtained
accuracy says something about how well the classifier performs generally. The
same accuracy is hard to obtain in the case of auditory analysis. Because the
goal is to develop a tool that analysts can use to classify different targets in
the water, the evaluation of the model becomes a challenge. The spectrogram
representation of the produced sound gives an indication of what the analyst
might perceive when listening to the sound, but the auditory representation is
compromised when the audio is represented in a visual way. The potential for
classification of the two species of fish cannot be fully evaluated until an analyst
has tried the model over a longer period of time and has been trained to hear
the differences that could potentially differentiate between the two species. In
other words, the subjective nature of hearing creates a bias in the evaluation of
these models. This would be analogous to assessing a magnifying glass’ ability
to identify plant species. The magnifying glass enhances characteristic features
in the plant, but it is ultimately the botanist that does the classification.

A trade-off that quickly became apparent when designing these models
was the trade-off between informative sounds and aesthetic sounds. Some
mappings conserve all the information, but fatigue and annoyance can be the
result of such a sonification. In [46], Vickers and Hogg distinguish between
hearing and listening. By designing a sonification in the format of a musical
composition, the analyst is encouraged to ”listen” actively instead of ”hearing”
passively. By listening actively, the analyst will be more engaged in the audi-
tory display, and the tool simply conveys the information better. Just as poor
aesthetics can be off-putting, a seductively musical sonification can also dis-
tract the listener from the information that is to be conveyed [46]. Navigating
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this trade-off is a challenge when designing the sound synthesis algorithm.

4.6 Summary

The goal of this part of the thesis was to design an algorithm that could be
used to differentiate between stickleback and whitefish using sound. Consid-
ering psychoacoustic phenomena such as loudness and masking, two models
for auditory display were developed. The first model maps the FFT of the
frequency response to the audible range. The second model uses the frequency
response, convoluted with white noise, as the excitation signal in a Karplus-
Strong string synthesis algorithm. In other words, the first model uses the
frequency response directly, whereas the second model uses it indirectly.

Both models were able to separate the fish from the surroundings. Partly
because the second model has more synthesis parameters, the difference be-
tween the fish and the surroundings was greater. This model was therefore the
most successful. However, neither of the models are able to create noticeably
different sounds for the two species of fish.

This conclusion is arrived at after a relatively brief exposure to these mod-
els. This is an important factor when evaluating the performance. An analyst
spending a significant amount of time with these models would develop a
”trained ear” and might be able to differentiate between the fish. The immer-
sive nature of audio was part of the motivation for developing these models in
the first place. Perception of audio is complex and depends on concentration,
focus, previous experiences, and many more factors.

When using the second model to listen to other targets in the echogram,
the ascending air bubbles produced an interesting result that can be utilized
in hydroacoustic applications. This result is an example of how the developed
models can be applied to other areas than just classification. In the next
chapter, future work and additional areas of application will be presented.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

Of the two approaches; machine learning and sonification, machine learning
techniques applied to hydroacoustic data proved to be the better tool for differ-
entiating between sticklebacks and whitefish. Despite the superior performance
of machine learning, both approaches provide information about the data set
in their respective ways.

5.1 Machine Learning Performance

By sampling 60 single whitefish and 60 single sticklebacks 10 times each, the
data set used for training, validating and testing the classification model was
obtained. 10 samples of fish from each species were put aside for testing the
final classifier and the remaining 50 fish were used to train and validate a
classifier model. Training and validating several different classification models
resulted in choosing the random forest classifier as the final model. Validation
of the model resulted in an accuracy of 77.8 ± 8.8%. Using this model on a
test data set in the 90-170kHz range resulted in 93% of the sticklebacks and
81% of the whitefish being correctly classified, resulting in an average accuracy
of 86.5%. Using the target-size invariant frequency response as the input to
machine learning algorithms was a successful approach when trying to separate
the two species.

The random forest model was the most successful classifier, but applying
linear discriminant analysis provided insight into what features were good for
classification. Future work could include further study of how features could
be combined both linearly and non-linearly to increase classifier performance.
Particularly, the frequencies 147 ± 3kHz should be more closely investigated
as both random forest and linear discriminant analysis confirms that these
frequencies are important for separating the classes.

5.2 Sonification Performance

Developed more as a tool for classification than as the classification algorithm
itself, the sonification-models presented in this thesis can add depth to the
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analysis in a supplementary way. The models can be used to separate objects
in the water from their surroundings with high accuracy. The models can be
used to separate metal objects from biological targets with lower accuracy.
However, the models cannot be used to distinguish between sticklebacks and
whitefish in the water.

Even though the performance of these models can be intuitively assessed, it
is important to keep in mind a fundamental challenge of evaluating sonification
performance. Human hearing is highly subjective, and a ”trained ear” could
utilize the full potential of this tool to a larger extent.

Having developed an algorithm that directly maps the information in the
echogram to sound, this tool can be used to analyze other targets and systems.
An additional area of application is river systems. Surveillance of migrating
fish in rivers involves large data sets that are tedious to analyze manually. By
applying the presented models to large data sets, the detection of fish and
underlying patterns is feasible.

Similar to other auditory warning systems, future work could also include
implementing a realtime warning system on a research vessel. Having shown
that different underwater targets can produce different sounds, this can be
developed further as a way to describe the targets in the water under the vessel.
By using sound as a warning system, the data acquisition can be monitored
without visually distracting the person maneuvering the vessel.

5.3 Comparing the Approaches

Of the two approaches for frequency response analysis, the classification based
on machine learning techniques yields better results when attempting to dif-
ferentiate between swim-bladdered fish. With an accuracy of 86.5% on the
test data set, this approach is suitable for species differentiation. A factor of
uncertainty is to what degree the training data represents the larger system
of which the studied system is a part of. The data used in this thesis orig-
inates from a small area of Lake Constance with depths no deeper than 10
meters. The classifier’s performance under different conditions is unknown.
The sonification models are designed to work on all types of hydroacoustic
data produced by a wideband system, while the machine learning techniques
are restricted to the conditions reflected in the training data. The sonification
models provide a high level of generalization, whereas the machine learning
techniques provide high accuracy for a specified environment.
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Alternative Sonification Models

This appendix presents some of the sonification-model-candidates that were
not included in the main body of the thesis. Development of these models
were pursued for some time, but were discontinued when their performance
proved poorer than other models.

A.1 Autoregressive Synthesis

Instead of approaching sound synthesis as production of buffers to be sent to
the sound card, a different approach can be taken. By producing the sound
recursively1 the problem of having to making sure that the transition between
buffers is continuous disappears. By defining the next sample as a linear com-
bination of previous samples, the transition between buffers is always smooth.

A.1.1 Random Processes and Stationarity

A random process is defined as an infinite vector of random variables [25].
One of the simplest examples of a random process, is an infinite sequence if
coin-tosses. Each toss represents a random variable. These random variables
are independent of each other and the joint probability mass function (PMF)
can be found simply by multiplying their individual PMF’s together.

pX[n1],X[n2],...,X[nN ] =
N∏
i=1

pX[ni] (A.1)

The expected value of the random variables does not change within the random
process. Generally, if the statistical properties of a random process remain con-
stant over time, the process is said to be stationary or strictly stationary [25].

The strict conditions of a stationary process are rarely met in practice.
This has motivated an easing of the conditions of a stationary process. A weak
sense stationary process or wide sense stationary (WSS) process only has to
meet the following two conditions[26]:

1Next sample is produced by using the samples that came before it.
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1. Constant mean, E[X(t)] = µ

2. Autocorrelation sequence is only dependent on lag, τ

A.1.2 Autoregressive modeling

Assuming that a signal is a finite set of realizations of a wide sense stationary
random process, the signal can be modeled by using an autoregressive (AR)
model. An AR-model assumes that a sample, s[n], can be written as a linear
combination of the p-previous samples pluss an error term. p is the model
order.

s[n] = a1s[n− 1] + a2s[n− 2] + ...+ aps[n− p] + ε (A.2)

To create a AR-model of the signal, an all-pole filter can be used. The filter
output Y [z] in figure A.1 represents, in this case, the modeled signal, ŝ[n].

H[z] = 1
Ap

X[z] Y [z]

Figure A.1: All-pole filter

The input X[z] can be expressed as:

X[z] = Y [z]Ap (A.3)

Or in time-domain
x[n] = ŝ[n] ∗ ap

The signal can be modeled as the impulse response of the all-pole filter. In
that case, the input, x[n] is equal to the unit sample u[n]. In order to find the
filter coefficients, the modeled signal is simply set equal to the signal itself, a
(m+p)-by-(p+1) toeplitz matrix is produced from the signal and the following
system of m+ p linear equations is solved, where m is the length of the signal.

Sa = b

S =



s[1] 0 . . . 0

s[2] s[1]
. . .

...
... s[2]

. . . 0

s[m]
...

. . . s[1]

0 s[m]
. . . s[2]

...
. . . . . .

...
0 . . . 0 s[m]


, a =


1
a[2]

...
a[p+ 1]

 , b =


1
0
...
0

 (A.4)

This then becomes a least squares problem. Solving this leads to the Yule-
Walker equations,

SHSa = SHb
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Rssap = −rss (A.5)

where Rss is the autocorrelation-matrix, ap is the filter coefficients omitting
a(1) = 1 and rss is the positive lag autocorrelation sequence. There are many
different methods of finding the filter coefficients, however, levinson-durbin
recursion was performed to find the filter coefficients for the model presented
in this Appendix.

A.1.3 Autoregressive synthesis

By applying the ideas from AR-modeling, a synthesis algorithm can be made.
If the coefficients ap are obtained, and using white noise w[n] as the input
signal x[n], a sound with similar frequency content as ŝ[n], but continuously
excited, can be produced.

Similarly to Eq. A.3 the white noise can be written as:

W [z] = Y [z]Ap (A.6)

Equivalently in the discrete time domain

w[n] = y[n] + y[n− 1]a[2] + y[n− 2]a[3]...y[n− p− 1]a[p+ 1] + ε (A.7)

The last sample y(n) can be expressed as a combination of gain α white noise,
the previous samples and an error term ε.

y[n] = αw[n]− (y[n− 1]a[2] + y[n− 2]a[3]...y[n− p− 1]a[p+ 1] + ε) (A.8)

This result can be used to predict the next samples. This is why the coeffi-
cients ap are often referred to as linear predictive coefficients (LPC). By using
different filter coefficients, different sounds can also be synthesized this way.

A.2 Particle Trajectories in a Data Potential

By creating a virtual environment based on the input data, a sound synthesis
model can be made. The bottom plot in Figure A.2 shows the sound signal
generated by exciting the virtual environment. This particular virtual envi-
ronment is inspired by Hermann’s article [21], and consists simply of a velocity
potential.
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Figure A.2: Top left: A randomly generated velocity potential field. Top right:
The particle trajectory when dropped into the upper left corner of the velocity poten-
tial field. Bottom: The produced sound.

The sound is produced by dropping a particle/ball onto the potential sur-
face. The gradient of the potential (blue corresponds to low velocity potential)
makes the ball move, similar to a regular ball inside a bowl. The sound signal
is produced by adding the ball’s velocity in the x and y direction.

Using parameters from hydroacoustic data, a similar potential field can be
designed and excited to produce sounds that reflect the potential surface.

A.3 Pixels as Oscillators

This model is also taken from [21] and the idea is that all pixels within a
window are turned into harmonic oscillators. The oscillators are governed by
this simple differential equation

F = −kx

where F is force, k is the spring constant and x is the displacement vector.
A grayscale picture consists of pixels with varying intensity. The value for

intensity can be mapped to spring constants in an oscillating system k. Higher
intensity pixels will then result in an oscillator with a higher frequency. Taking
the superposition of all the oscillators in a given window (see Figure A.3), a
sound can be produced.
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Figure A.3: A window in a section of an echogram. The intensity of the pixels inside
the window are mapped to spring constants in a multi-oscillator system.
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Appendix B

Python-code for Extracting
Data

This appendix contains the source code for establishing a connection to Sonar5-
Pro, reading data and saving the data set to a file.

1 import sys

2 sys.path.insert(0, 'M:/pc/Dokumenter/Master/PyFunctions')

3 from my_functions import *

4

5 from struct import pack,unpack

6 from threading import Event, Thread

7 import win32pipe, win32file, pywintypes

8

9

10 amp_data = np.array([])

11 ang_data = np.array([])

12 freq_data = np.array([])

13 chirp_data_complex = np.array([])

14 stop=False

15

16 state = 'FreeSwimming'

17

18 i = 0

19 num_training_data = 1000

20 trainingset_all_samples = np.array([])

21 trainingset_extracted = np.array([])

22 extracted_features = np.zeros([18])

23

24 fish_counter = 0

25 num_freqs = 656

26 num_features = 18

27

28 number_of_fish = 0

29 samples_per_fish = 10

30

31 continue_sampling = True

32

33

34 def get_keyboard_input():

35 global continue_sampling

36 while(continue_sampling):

37 if input()=="q":

38 continue_sampling = False

39 break

40 else:

41 continue_sampling = True

42

43 def get_input_pipe_loop(e,pipe):
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44 global fish_counter,amp_data,ang_data,freq_data,chirp_data_complex,

45 i,continue_sampling,trainingset_all_samples,trainingset_extracted,number_of_fish

46 print('Started reading from pipe')

47 while continue_sampling:

48 [amp_data,ang_data,freq_data,features_unpacked,chirp_data_complex,threshold] =

get_input_pipe(pipe)↪→
49 if continue_sampling == False:

50 break

51 middle_index = int(freq_data.shape[1]/2)

52 freq_coeffs=freq_data[:,middle_index]

53

54

55 extracted_features[0:11] = features_unpacked[5:16]

56 extracted_features[11] = features_unpacked[16]

57 extracted_features[12] = features_unpacked[24]

58 extracted_features[13:18] = features_unpacked[56:61]

59

60 if i == 0:

61 trainingset_all_samples = freq_coeffs.reshape(1,num_freqs)

62 trainingset_extracted = extracted_features.reshape(1,num_features)

63 else:

64 trainingset_all_samples =

np.append(trainingset_all_samples,freq_coeffs.reshape(1,num_freqs),axis=0)↪→
65 trainingset_extracted = np.append(trainingset_extracted,

extracted_features.reshape(1,num_features), axis = 0)↪→
66

67 if i%samples_per_fish == 0:

68 number_of_fish+=1

69

70 print('Training data row nr %s saved. This fish: %s' %(i,i%samples_per_fish))

71

72 i+=1

73 print('hehe')

74

75 print("pipe server")

76 pipe = win32pipe.CreateNamedPipe(

77 r'\\.\pipe\Foo',

78 win32pipe.PIPE_ACCESS_DUPLEX,

79 win32pipe.PIPE_TYPE_MESSAGE | win32pipe.PIPE_READMODE_MESSAGE | win32pipe.PIPE_WAIT,

80 1, 65536, 65536,0,

81 None)

82

83 print("waiting for client")

84 win32pipe.ConnectNamedPipe(pipe, None)

85 print("connected to client")

86 e=Event()

87 pipe_input_thread = Thread(target = get_input_pipe_loop, args = (e,pipe))

88 quit_thread = Thread(target = get_keyboard_input)

89 pipe_input_thread.start()

90 quit_thread.start()

91

92

93 while(continue_sampling):

94 pass

95 e.set()

96

97 np.savetxt('%s_Stickleback_test_%s_samples_per_fish_full_frequency.txt'%(number_of_fish,

samples_per_fish),trainingset_all_samples, delimiter=',')↪→
98 np.savetxt('%s_Stickleback_test_%s_samples_per_fish_extracted_features.txt'

%(number_of_fish, samples_per_fish), trainingset_extracted, delimiter=',')↪→
99 print("Files are saved")
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Python-code for Classification

The source code for the classifier is included in this appendix. Parameters like
classifier-type, number of PCA components and data folder are set at line 90
- 122. The plotting of results has been omitted in this script. One script deals
with the training, validation and testing of the classifier.

1 from sklearn.discriminant_analysis import LinearDiscriminantAnalysis

2 from sklearn.decomposition import PCA

3 from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler

4 from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split

5 from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix

6 from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier

7 from sklearn.naive_bayes import GaussianNB

8 from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier

9 import itertools

10 import numpy as np

11 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

12 from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D

13 import time

14 from matplotlib import cm

15 import random

16 import sys

17 from scipy.signal import hilbert, chirp

18

19 def trainClassifier(x_mat):

20 mu_s = np.zeros(x_mat.shape[2])

21 covar_s = np.zeros([x_mat.shape[2],x_mat.shape[2]])

22 for row in range(x_mat.shape[0]):

23 for col in range(x_mat.shape[1]):

24 mu_s=mu_s+x_mat[row,col,:]

25 mu_s=mu_s/(x_mat.shape[0]*x_mat.shape[1])

26 for row in range(x_mat.shape[0]):

27 for col in range(x_mat.shape[1]):

28 a = (x_mat[row,col,:]-mu_s).reshape(x_mat.shape[2],1)

29 covar_s=covar_s+a@np.transpose(a)

30 covar_s=covar_s/(x_mat.shape[0]*x_mat.shape[1])

31

32 return(mu_s,covar_s)

33

34 def meanDistanceClassfier(Components,classes,mu_s):

35 Components = Components.reshape(num_components)

36 num_classes = len(classes)

37 dec_arr = np.zeros(num_classes)

38 for Class in range(num_classes):

39 dec_arr[Class] = np.linalg.norm(Components-mu_s[:,Class])

40 Class_choise=np.argmin(dec_arr)

41 return Class_choise

42
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43 def plot_confusion_matrix(cm, classes,normalize=False,title='Confusion

matrix',cmap=plt.cm.Blues):↪→
44 """

45 This function prints and plots the confusion matrix.

46 Normalization can be applied by setting `normalize=True`.

47 """

48 if normalize:

49 cm = cm.astype('float') / cm.sum(axis=1)[:, np.newaxis]

50

51 plt.imshow(cm, interpolation='nearest', cmap=cmap)

52 plt.title(title)

53 plt.colorbar()

54 tick_marks = np.arange(len(classes))

55 plt.xticks(tick_marks, classes, rotation=45)

56 plt.yticks(tick_marks, classes)

57

58 fmt = '.2f' if normalize else 'd'

59 thresh = cm.max() / 2.

60 for i, j in itertools.product(range(cm.shape[0]), range(cm.shape[1])):

61 plt.text(j, i, format(cm[i, j], fmt),

62 horizontalalignment="center",

63 color="white" if cm[i, j] > thresh else "black")

64

65 plt.ylabel('True label')

66 plt.xlabel('Predicted label')

67 plt.tight_layout()

68

69 def multivariateGuassianClassifier(freq_response,classes,mu_s,covar_s,prior_class_prob,

num_features):↪→
70 len_freq_resp=len(freq_response)

71 num_classes = len(classes)

72 dec_arr = np.zeros(num_classes)

73 for Class in range(num_classes):

74 pm = freq_response.reshape(1,len_freq_resp)

75 pm_zm = (pm-mu_s[:,Class])

76 expo1 = -np.transpose(pm_zm.reshape(num_features,1))

77 expo2 = np.linalg.inv(covar_s[:,:,Class])

78 expo3 = ((pm_zm).reshape(num_features,1))/2

79 expo4 = np.log(prior_class_prob[Class])

80 dec_arr[Class] = -np.log(2*np.pi)/2 - np.log(np.linalg.det(covar_s[:,:,Class]))/2 +

expo1@expo2@expo3+expo4↪→
81 Class_choise=np.argmax(dec_arr)

82 norm_dec = dec_arr+np.abs(np.min(dec_arr))

83

84 return Class_choise

85

86 #-----------------------------------------------------------

87 # ---------------- PARAMS ----------------------------------

88 #-----------------------------------------------------------

89

90 dim_red = 'LDA' #'LDA','PCA','none'

91 the_classifiers = ['knn'] #'knn','mmd','mg'.'randomForest','gaussianNB'

92

93 classes = ['Stickleback','Whitefish']#,'Copper_sphere']

94 classes_2 = ['Stickleback','Whitefish']#,'Copper sphere']

95 folder = 'Data_90_170kHz'

96

97 plot_test_data = True

98 label_size = 12

99 title_size = 14

100 state = 'FreeSwimming'

101

102 scale_mean = True

103 scale_std = True

104 explained_variance = 0.90

105

106 lda = LinearDiscriminantAnalysis(n_components=1)

107

108 kk = 19
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109 n_trees = 1000

110 folds = 10 # 700/10 = 70 samples in one fold. aka 7 fish per fold

111 num_crosses = 1

112 test_many = False

113

114 approach = 'full_frequency' #'extracted_features'

115 samples_per_fish = 10

116 components_array = np.array([1000])

117

118

119 for i in range(len(classes)):

120 classes_3 = np.append(classes_3,'%s (test)' %classes_2[i])

121

122 extracted_features = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17])

123

124 if folder == 'LinearNormalisedData_90_170kHz':

125 freq_range = '90-170kHz'

126 elif folder == 'LinearNormalisedData_160_260kHz':

127 freq_range = '160-260kHz'

128 elif folder == 'ExtractedFeatures_90_170kHz':

129 freq_range = '90-170kHz'

130 elif folder == 'ExtractedFeatures_160_260kHz':

131 freq_range = '160-260kHz'

132 elif folder == 'Data_90_170kHz':

133 freq_range = '90-170kHz'

134 elif folder == 'Data_160_260kHz':

135 freq_range = '90-170kHz'

136 feature = np.array(['0 Mean','1 Var','2 Skew','3 Kurtosis','4 TrendOverall'

137 ,'5 TrendStartMainPeak','6 TrendMainPeakStop','7 InclinationMinMax'

138 ,'8 InclinationMaxMin','9 TrendInterPeak','10 Number of Dynamic peaks'

139 ,'11 PeakIntensity Peak1','12 PeakIntensity Peak2','13 FFT1(Mean)'

140 ,'14 FFT2','15 FFT3','16 FFT4','17 FFT5'])

141

142 if folder == 'ExtractedFeatures_90_170kHz':

143 num_features = len(extracted_features)

144 train_free = 400

145 test_free = 50

146 elif folder == 'LinearNormalisedData_90_170kHz':

147 num_features = 656

148 train_free =400

149 train_tethered = 200

150 test_free = 40

151 test_tethered = 40

152 elif folder == 'LinearNormalisedData_160_260kHz':

153 num_features = 1092

154 train_free =400

155 train_tethered = 200

156 test_free = 40

157 test_tethered = 40

158 elif folder == 'Data_90_170kHz':

159 number_of_fish = 70

160 if approach == 'full_frequency':

161 num_features = 656

162 train_free =500

163 elif approach == 'extracted_features':

164 extracted_features = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17])

165 num_features = len(extracted_features)

166 train_free = 500

167

168 elif folder == 'Data_160_260kHz':

169 number_of_fish = 60

170 if approach == 'full_frequency':

171 num_features = 1092

172 train_free =500

173 elif approach == 'extracted_features':

174 num_features = len(extracted_features)

175 train_free = 500

176

177 if state == 'Both':
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178 train_datas = train_free+train_tethered

179 test_datas = test_free+test_tethered

180 elif state == 'Tethered':

181 train_datas = train_tethered

182 test_datas = test_tethered

183 elif state == 'FreeSwimming':

184 train_datas = train_free

185 train_datas_fold = train_datas-int(train_datas/folds)

186 test_datas_fold = int(train_datas/folds)

187

188 state_orig = state

189

190 num_classes = len(classes)

191 prior_class_prob = np.ones(num_classes)/num_classes

192

193 train_response = np.zeros([num_classes,train_datas,num_features])

194 test_response = np.zeros([num_classes,test_datas_fold,num_features])

195 temp2 = np.zeros([train_datas,num_features])

196 y=np.zeros(num_classes*train_datas_fold)

197

198

199 #----------------READ TRAINING DATA-------------------

200 if folder == 'Data_90_170kHz' or folder == 'Data_160_260kHz':

201 for Class in range(num_classes):

202 [info] = [folder,number_of_fish,classes[Class],samples_per_fish,approach

203 file_input='M:\pc\Dokumenter\Master\FrequencyClassification

\\%s\\%s_%s_%s_samples_per_fish_%s.txt' %(info)↪→
204 temp = np.loadtxt(file_input, delimiter=',')

205

206 for i in range(train_datas):

207 if i<train_datas_fold:

208 y[i+train_datas_fold*Class]=Class

209 if approach == 'extracted_features':

210 for j in range(num_features):

211 train_response[Class,i,j]=temp[i,extracted_features[j]]

212 else:

213 train_response[Class,i,:]=temp[i,:]

214

215 else:

216 for Class in range(num_classes):

217 info = [folder,classes[Class],state]

218 file_input='M:\pc\Dokumenter\Master\FrequencyClassification

\\%s\\%s_%s_trainingset.txt' %(info)↪→
219 temp = np.loadtxt(file_input, delimiter=',')

220 for i in range(train_datas):

221 if i<train_datas_fold:

222 y[i+train_datas_fold*Class]=Class

223 if folder == 'ExtractedFeatures_90_170kHz':

224 for j in range(num_features):

225 train_response[Class,i,j]=temp[i,extracted_features[j]]

226 else:

227 train_response[Class,i,:]=temp[i,:]

228

229

230 accuracy_mat = np.zeros([num_crosses])

231 what_classifier = 'knn'

232 means = np.zeros(len(components_array))

233 stds = np.zeros(len(components_array))

234 iii=0

235 classifier = the_classifiers[what_classifier]

236 number of components = 25

237 if dim_red == 'PCA':

238 pca = PCA(n_components=numberofcomponents)

239

240 segment = int(train_datas/folds)

241 train_response_fold = np.zeros([num_classes,folds-1,segment,num_features])

242 test_response_fold = np.zeros([num_classes,segment,num_features])

243

244 for ii in range(num_crosses):
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245 the_group = 4

246 for Class in range(num_classes):

247 training_folds = np.arange(folds)

248 training_folds=np.delete(training_folds,the_group)

249 test_response_fold[Class,:,:] =

train_response[Class,the_group*segment:(the_group+1)*segment,:]↪→
250 for jj in range(folds-1):

251 indecies= [Class,training_folds[jj]*segment:(training_folds[jj]+1)*segment,:]

252 train_response_fold[Class,jj,:,:] = train_response[indecies]

253

254 train_response_fold_flat =

train_response_fold.reshape(num_classes*(folds-1)*segment,num_features)↪→
255

256 test_response_fold_flat = test_response_fold.reshape(num_classes*segment,num_features)

257

258 scaler = StandardScaler(with_mean = scale_mean, with_std = scale_std)

259 train_response_z = scaler.fit_transform(train_response_fold_flat)

260

261 if dim_red == 'PCA':

262 Components = pca.fit_transform(train_response_z)

263 num_components = pca.n_components_

264 mu_s = np.zeros([num_components,num_classes])

265 covar_s = np.zeros([num_components,num_components,num_classes])

266 x_mat = np.zeros([train_datas_fold,num_components])

267 cha_basis = np.transpose(pca.components_[0:num_components,:])

268 elif dim_red == 'LDA':

269 Components = lda.fit_transform(train_response_z,y)

270 cha_basis = lda.scalings_

271 num_components = num_classes-1

272 mu_s = np.zeros([num_components,num_classes])

273 covar_s = np.zeros([num_components,num_components,num_classes])

274 x_mat = np.zeros([train_datas_fold,num_components])

275

276

277 if dim_red == 'PCA' or dim_red == 'LDA':

278 for Class in range(num_classes):

279 for i in range(train_datas_fold):

280 x_mat[i,:] =

train_response_z[i+train_datas_fold*Class,:].reshape(1,num_features) @

cha_basis

↪→
↪→

281 [mu_s[:,Class],covar_s[:,:,Class]]=trainClassifier(x_mat.reshape(1,

train_datas_fold, num_components))↪→
282

283 test_response_z = scaler.transform(test_response_fold_flat)

284 if dim_red == 'PCA':

285 TestComponents = pca.transform(test_response_z)

286 elif dim_red == 'LDA':

287 TestComponents = lda.transform(test_response_z)

288

289

290

291 y_test = np.zeros(num_classes*test_datas_fold)

292 y_pred = np.zeros(num_classes*test_datas_fold)

293

294 for ActualClass in range(num_classes):

295 for i in range(test_datas_fold):

296 y_test[i+test_datas_fold*ActualClass] = ActualClass

297 if classifier == 'mmd':

298 input_classifier =

[TestComponents[i+test_datas_fold*ActualClass,:],classes,mu_s]↪→
299 y_pred[i+test_datas_fold*ActualClass] = meanDistanceClassfier(input_classifier)

300 elif classifier == 'mg':

301 input_classifier = [TestComponents[i+test_datas_fold*ActualClass,:]

302 ,classes,mu_s

303 ,covar_s

304 ,prior_class_prob

305 ,num_components]

306
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307 y_pred[i+test_datas_fold*ActualClass] =

multivariateGuassianClassifier(input_classifier)↪→
308

309

310 # -------------Setting up the kNN classifier ---------------------

311

312 if classifier == 'knn':

313 neigh = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors=kk)

314 neigh.fit(Components,y)

315 y_pred = neigh.predict(TestComponents)

316 elif classifier == 'randomForest':

317 rfc = RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=numberofcomponents,n_jobs=-1, oob_score =

False, bootstrap = False)↪→
318 rfc.fit(train_response_z,y)

319 y_pred = rfc.predict(test_response_z)

320 elif classifier == 'gaussianNB':

321 gnbc = GaussianNB()

322 gnbc.fit(Components,y)

323 y_pred = gnbc.predict(TestComponents)

324

325 cnf_matrix = confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred)

326 diag_cnf = np.diag(cnf_matrix)

327 accuracy = np.sum(diag_cnf)/(test_datas_fold*num_classes)

328 accuracy_mat[ii]=accuracy

329 print('Fold nr %s had accuracy of %s'%(ii,accuracy))

330

331 means[iii]=np.mean(accuracy_mat)

332 stds[iii]=np.std(accuracy_mat)

333 print('Mean accuracy=%s\nStd = %s\nk = %s'%(means[iii],stds[iii],numberofcomponents))

334 iii += 1

335

336

337 print('Mean accuracy: %s' %means[0])

338 print('Standard deviation: %s' %stds[0])

339

340

341

342 #----------------READ TRUE TEST DATA-------------------

343

344 ii=0

345 y_true_test = np.zeros([100*2])

346 y = np.zeros([train_datas*num_classes])

347 train_response = np.zeros([num_classes,600,num_features])

348 if folder == 'Data_90_170kHz' or folder == 'Data_160_260kHz':

349 for Class in range(num_classes):

350 info = [folder,number_of_fish,classes[Class],samples_per_fish,approach]

351 file_input='M:\pc\Dokumenter\Master\FrequencyClassification

\\%s\\%s_%s_%s_samples_per_fish_%s.txt' %(info)↪→
352 temp = np.loadtxt(file_input, delimiter=',')

353 for i in range(600):

354 if i>=train_datas:

355 y_true_test[ii]=Class

356 ii+=1

357 else:

358 y[i+train_datas*Class]=Class

359 if approach == 'extracted_features':

360 for j in range(num_features):

361 train_response[Class,i,j]=temp[i,extracted_features[j]]

362 else:

363 train_response[Class,i,:]=temp[i,:]

364

365

366

367 final_training_set = train_response[:,0:train_datas,:]

368 true_test_data = train_response[:,train_datas:,:]

369 scaler = StandardScaler(with_mean = False, with_std = False)

370 rfc = RandomForestClassifier(1000,n_jobs =-1,bootstrap=True)

371 lda = LinearDiscriminantAnalysis()
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372 lda.fit(scaler.fit_transform(final_training_set.reshape(num_classes * train_datas,

num_features)), y)↪→
373 rfc.fit(final_training_set.reshape(num_classes*train_datas,num_features),y)

374

375 y_pred = rfc.predict(true_test_data.reshape(num_classes*100,num_features))

376 y_test = y_true_test

377 cnf_matrix = confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred)

378 diag_cnf = np.diag(cnf_matrix)

379 true_test_accuracy = np.sum(diag_cnf)/(100*num_classes)

380

381 print('Accuracy unseen data: %s'%true_test_accuracy)
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Appendix D

Karplus-Strong Synthesizer
Python Implementation

Source code for synthesizer implementation in Python. This script is designed
to work in parallel with Sonar5-pro’s ’Export by piping’ utility. Data is piped
from the echogram and processed by the script presented here. The source code
for the first sonification model (FFT mapping) has a very similar structure and
is therefore not included here.

1 import numpy as np

2 from tkinter import *

3 import wave

4 from struct import pack,unpack

5 import matplotlib

6 matplotlib.use("TkAgg")

7 from matplotlib.backends.backend_tkagg import FigureCanvasTkAgg#,

NavigationToolbar2TkAgg↪→
8 from matplotlib.figure import Figure

9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

10 from scipy.interpolate import interp1d

11 from scipy.signal import firls,lfilter

12 from threading import Event, Thread

13 from pyaudio import PyAudio, paContinue, paInt16, paFloat32, paInt32

14 import win32pipe, win32file, pywintypes

15 sys.path.insert(0, 'M:/pc/Dokumenter/Master/PyFunctions')

16 from my_functions import *

17

18 SAMPLE_RATE = int(44100)

19 WINDOW_SIZE = 4*1024

20

21

22 f_int = np.linspace(0,1,12)

23 a_int = [1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]

24 b_int = firls(101,f_int,a_int)

25

26 f_ext = np.linspace(0,1,12)

27 a_ext = [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]

28 b_ext = firls(101,f_ext,a_ext)

29 karpl_gain = 0.95

30

31 note_region = 500

32 note = 300

33

34 n_big = 1000

35 A = np.zeros(n_big)

36

37
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38 A[np.random.randint(2,n_big/2,size=10)]=1;

39 f = np.linspace(0,1,n_big);

40 freq_amplitudes = abs(A);

41 b_burst = firls(401,f,freq_amplitudes);

42 a_burst = np.array([1])

43 first = True

44

45 amp_data = np.zeros([])

46 ang_data = np.zeros([])

47 freq_data = np.zeros([])

48 amp_picture = np.zeros([])

49 amp_data_one_p = np.zeros(1)

50 extracted_features = np.zeros([18])

51 freq_coeffs = np.zeros([1000])

52 mean = 0.5

53 ex = np.zeros(2*WINDOW_SIZE)

54 sound = np.zeros(4*WINDOW_SIZE)

55 sound_next = np.zeros(4*WINDOW_SIZE)

56 to_soundcard_plot = np.zeros(WINDOW_SIZE)

57 noise_envelope = np.zeros(WINDOW_SIZE)

58 to_soundcard_long = np.zeros(10)

59 p = PyAudio()

60 Recordedframes = []

61

62

63 class Sonifier(Frame):

64 def __init__(self, master):

65 Frame.__init__(self, master)

66 master.title("Sonifier")

67 self.create_widgets()

68 self.grid()

69

70

71 def create_widgets(self):

72 self.freq_label = Label(self, text='\nSonification based on FFT')

73

74 self.freq_label.grid(row=1, column=0)

75 self.play_button=Button(self,text="Play Sound",command=startstream)

76 self.play_button.grid(row=2, column=0)

77 self.stop_button=Button(self,text="Stop",command=stopstream)

78 self.stop_button.grid(row=3, column=0)

79 self.stop_button=Button(self, text="Update", command=lambda: self.update_plot())

80 self.stop_button.grid(row=4, column=0)

81

82 self.freq_slider = Scale(self, from_=50, to=1800,orient=HORIZONTAL

83 ,resolution=1

84 ,length=200

85 ,command=lambda value: self.change_note_region(value))

86 self.freq_slider.set(654)

87 self.freq_slider.grid(row=5, column=0)

88 self.freq_label = Label(self, text = 'Note region')

89 self.freq_label.grid(row=6, column=0)

90 self.freq_slider = Scale(self, from_=0, to=1.3,orient=HORIZONTAL

91 ,resolution=0.005

92 ,length=200,command=lambda value: self.change_karpl_gain(value))

93 self.freq_slider.set(0.965)

94 self.freq_slider.grid(row=7, column=0)

95 self.freq_label = Label(self, text = 'Gain')

96 self.freq_label.grid(row=8, column=0)

97 self.freq_slider = Scale(self, from_=0.2, to=1,orient=HORIZONTAL

98 ,resolution=0.005

99 ,length=200,command=lambda value: self.change_int_LP_cutoff(value))

100 self.freq_slider.set(0.420)

101 self.freq_slider.grid(row=9, column=0)

102 self.freq_label = Label(self, text = 'Cutoff')

103 self.freq_label.grid(row=10, column=0)

104

105

106 def change_note_region(self,value):
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107 global note_region

108 note_region = int(value)

109 def change_burst(self):

110 global b_burst,a_burst

111 A = np.zeros(n_big)

112 A[np.random.randint(2,n_big/2,size=10)]=1;

113 f = np.linspace(0,1,n_big);

114 freq_amplitudes = abs(A);

115 b_burst = firls(201,f,freq_amplitudes);

116 a_burst = np.array([1])

117

118 def change_karpl_gain(self,value):

119 global karpl_gain

120 karpl_gain = float(value)

121 def change_int_LP_cutoff(self,value):

122 global b_int

123 cutoff = float(value)

124 a_int = np.zeros(len(f_int))

125 a_int[0:int(cutoff*len(f_int))]=1

126 a_int = a_int.astype(int)

127 b_int = firls(101,f_int,a_int)

128

129

130 def update_plot(self):

131 f = Figure(figsize=(10,8),dpi=100)

132 plt.rc('font', family='serif')

133 plt.subplots_adjust(hspace=10)

134 a = f.add_subplot(111)

135 FFT = np.abs(np.fft.fft(ex))

136 FFT_Orig =

np.abs(np.fft.fft(np.append(freq_coeffs,np.zeros(2*WINDOW_SIZE-len(freq_coeffs)))))↪→
137 FFT_sound = np.abs(np.fft.fft(to_soundcard_long[WINDOW_SIZE:3*WINDOW_SIZE]))

138

139 a.plot(FFT_Orig[0:int(WINDOW_SIZE/5)]/np.max(FFT_Orig),label = 'FFT of frequency

response')↪→
140 a.plot(FFT[0:int(WINDOW_SIZE/5)]/np.max(FFT)+1,label='FFT of excitation')

141 a.plot(FFT_sound[0:int(WINDOW_SIZE/5)]/np.max(FFT_sound)+2,label = 'FFT of the

produced sound')↪→
142 a.grid()

143 a.legend()

144 a.axis('off')

145 canvas = FigureCanvasTkAgg(f,self)

146 canvas.draw()

147 canvas.get_tk_widget().grid(row=12, column=0)

148

149 def get_input_pipe_loop(e,pipe):

150 global freq_data,ang_data,amp_data_one_p,freq_coeffs,num_harmonics

151 ,amp_coeff_out,shift

152 ,rand_phase,freqs_falloff_gain,extracted_features

153 print('Started reading from pipe')

154 while not e.isSet():

155 [amp_data,ang_data,freq_data,features_unpacked,chirp_data_complex,threshold] =

get_input_pipe(pipe)↪→
156 freq_coeffs=freq_data[:,0]

157 freq_coeffs=freq_coeffs+abs(freq_coeffs.min())

158 freq_coeffs=freq_coeffs/freq_coeffs.max()

159 amp_data_one_p = amp_data[:,0]

160 extracted_features[0:11] = features_unpacked[5:16]

161 extracted_features[11] = features_unpacked[16]

162 extracted_features[12] = features_unpacked[24]

163 extracted_features[13:18] = features_unpacked[56:61]

164

165 def map_to_sound(freq_coeffs):

166 global mean,karpl_gain,ex,noise_envelope,out

167 if extracted_features[4]==extracted_features[4]:

168 trend = np.abs(extracted_features[4])/20

169

170 freq_coeffs_zm = freq_coeffs# -mean

171 f = interp1d(np.arange(len(freq_coeffs_zm)),freq_coeffs_zm, kind = 'cubic')
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172 f_new = np.linspace(0,len(freq_coeffs_zm)-1,WINDOW_SIZE+1)

173 noise_envelope = f(f_new)

174 ex = np.convolve(np.random.randn(2*WINDOW_SIZE-len(freq_coeffs_zm)+1),freq_coeffs_zm)

175

176 note = int((1-trend)*note_region)

177 b = np.zeros(note+1)

178 b[0] = 1

179 a = np.append(b[0:-len(b_int)],-karpl_gain*(b_int))

180

181 out = lfilter(b,a,ex)

182 out = np.hanning(len(out))*out

183 return out

184

185

186 def startstream():

187 stream.start_stream()

188

189 def stopstream():

190 stream.stop_stream()

191

192 def callback(in_data, frame_count, time_info, status):

193 global note_region,sound_prev,sound,sound_next

194 ,to_soundcard_plot,to_soundcard_long,amp_picture

195 ,first,amp_picture_row_count

196 sound_prev = sound[WINDOW_SIZE:3*WINDOW_SIZE]

197 sound = sound_next[2*WINDOW_SIZE:]

198 #sound =

np.hanning(2*WINDOW_SIZE)*0.1*np.sin(2*np.pi*400*np.linspace(0,1,2*WINDOW_SIZE))↪→
199 sound_next = map_to_sound(freq_coeffs)

200

201 sound_prev = np.append(sound_prev,np.zeros(2*WINDOW_SIZE))

202 sound = np.append(np.append(np.zeros(WINDOW_SIZE),sound),np.zeros(WINDOW_SIZE))

203 sound_next = np.append(np.zeros(2*WINDOW_SIZE),sound_next)

204

205 to_soundcard_long = (sound_prev+sound+sound_next)

206 to_soundcard = to_soundcard_long[int(1.5*WINDOW_SIZE):int(2.5*WINDOW_SIZE)]

207

208 to_soundcard = to_soundcard/1000

209 to_soundcard_plot = to_soundcard

210

211 if len(amp_data_one_p)==1:

212 pass

213 else:

214 if first:

215 amp_picture_row_count = len(amp_data_one_p)-1

216 amp_picture=amp_data_one_p[0:amp_picture_row_count].reshape(amp_picture_row_count,1)

217

218 first = False

219 else:

220 amp_picture= np.append(amp_picture

221 ,amp_data_one_p[0:amp_picture_row_count].reshape(amp_picture_row_count,1)

222 ,axis = 1)

223

224

225 if abs(to_soundcard).max() > 1.4:

226 print(abs(to_soundcard).max())

227 raise ValueError('Volume too high! ')

228 data=pack('%sf' % WINDOW_SIZE,*to_soundcard)

229 data_rec=pack('%si' % WINDOW_SIZE,*((21474*to_soundcard).astype(int)))

230 Recordedframes.append(data_rec)

231 return (data, paContinue)

232

233

234

235

236 print("pipe server")

237 pipe = win32pipe.CreateNamedPipe(

238 r'\\.\pipe\Foo',

239 win32pipe.PIPE_ACCESS_DUPLEX,
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240 win32pipe.PIPE_TYPE_MESSAGE | win32pipe.PIPE_READMODE_MESSAGE | win32pipe.PIPE_WAIT,

241 1, 65536, 65536,0,

242 None)

243

244 try:

245 print("waiting for client")

246 win32pipe.ConnectNamedPipe(pipe, None)

247 print("connected to client")

248 stream = p.open(format=paFloat32,

249 channels=1,

250 rate=SAMPLE_RATE,

251 output=True,

252 frames_per_buffer=WINDOW_SIZE,

253 stream_callback=callback)

254

255 e = Event()

256 pipe_input_thread = Thread(target = get_input_pipe_loop, args = (e,pipe))

257 pipe_input_thread.start()

258 root = Tk()

259 root.geometry()

260 app = Sonifier(root)

261 root.mainloop()

262 stream.close()

263 p.terminate()

264 e.set()

265 print('closing thread')

266 waveFile = wave.open('Sonification_seabed.wav', 'wb')

267 waveFile.setnchannels(1)

268 waveFile.setsampwidth(paInt32)

269 waveFile.setframerate(2*SAMPLE_RATE)

270 waveFile.writeframesraw(b''.join(Recordedframes))

271 waveFile.close()

272 print('Done writing file')

273 np.savetxt('the_amps_seabed.txt',amp_picture)

274

275 finally:

276 win32file.CloseHandle(pipe)
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